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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
This report presents the implementation of the PUR power 
station model described in Ref. 1. Numerical data for the Westing-
house Surry-1 power station have been used as a test example, as 
most of the data needed for the model could be found in the avail-
able information, Refs. 2 and 3. For the turbine-reheater, however, 
some additional data had to be estimated from descriptions of the 
Obrigheim and Oyster Creek turbines. 
The presentation follows the layout in Ref. 1. The same div-
ision in chapters and numbering of equations are used. The inten-
tion is that the report should serve as a handbook for the experi-
enced simulation engineer, and facilitate the insertion of new 
data sets or modifications for special investigations. The present 
chapter, together with appendices A to F, should be sufficient to 
run the model, when it is prepared for a given station. Some in-
formation fundamental both for operation and modification of the 
model is given here, while the appendices contain all program 
listings, analog diagrams, potentiometer lists and other related 
information. 
The analog part of the model is stored on a patchpanel accord-
ing to the diagrams in the appendices. Any modification introduced 
later on must be thoroughly documented. The programs in the ver-
sion given in the appendices are stored on the DEC-tape named 
"PWR DEC. 70" together with the system liberies as used at the 
time of storage. No modifications whatsoever may be introduced 
into this DEC-tape; it shall at all times serve as a basic model 
until and if a new, fully documented, version is available. The 
program system contains the following file« for the tttttloft model: 
PWR.SB : The main PDPI code section -.,.*. „ t , 
PWR1.8B: Neutron kinetic calculation in tW-eodt" " %" ' * "r *'**" 
PWR2.8B: Calculation, for the prjawe* 9iru»måmtMU^m^m' 
generator, th« turbine ^and 
PWR3.8B: m-code lection« »e* IC 
input and logging ef-mavim' 
PWR.IC : A set of IC-dat*W'i 
Mrt. ST a n d « . 
**m*mmmmmm 
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PWR.SP : Potentiometer data for the analog model. 
PNR.ST : A set of static data for the reactor calculated by a 
static program. 
PWR.SV : The binary version of PWR.8B, PWR1.8B, PWR2.8B and PWR3.6B 
The DEC-tape further contains the files for the independent 
models of separate components: 
P1.8B : The pressuriser simulation program. 
P2.FT : The ten-section fjel model. 
P3.FT : The steam generator model. 
P3100.IC: A set of IC values for the steam generator at full load. 
Appendix K gives a lisx of the contents of the DEC-tape. 
The programs with the file name extension FT are written in 
Fortran IV, while those with extension 6B are written in a macro 
language called HYBAL with nacro instructions and subroutines 
developed just for hybrid simulation on the EAI680-PDP8-FPP12 
machine. 
The following section g:.ves some basic operating instructions 
and explains the computation sequence. 
After installing the patchpanel on the analog machine, the 
potentiometers must be adjusted by the Fortran program SETAN ac-
cording to the potentiometer list PWR.SP. The Q-potentiometers 
must be adjusted manually. 
The simulation program PViR.SV can then be started. It prints 
a message on the DEC-writer to remind the operator of the adjust-
ments of limiters and pulse generators listed in appendix F, and 
of the switch 0 (see below). 
The computation must be started on a set of either IC-data for 
the whole station, or static dcta for the reactor alone. The IC-
data are inserted automatically from the disc file PWR.IC during 
the analog IC period, when the logic connection to DI(ll) is in 
function. The insertion is announced by a message containing the 
regulating rod position and the electrical load. The two poten-
tiometers, Qlt and Q29, must be adjusted accordingly. The compu-
tations start bumpless, wh— the analog computer is set at OPERATE. 
The PDP8 is synchronized via pulses over DKO) at a rate of 10 
per sec. Thu same pulses synchronize the display, where one or 
more variable* along the reactor axis may be selected. Th; time 
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representing the length of the space axis may be adjusted in the 
range 10-25 mS by MM 0. 
For a new set of reactor conditions without a full set of IC-
data a set of static data must be generated by the static program 
described in Ref. 1. The data must be stored in a disc file PWR.ST 
before they can be used in PWR.SV. They are inserted into PWR.SV 
by printing the number "2" on the DEC-writer with the analog ma-
chine in PC mode. The insertion is announced on the DEC-writer 
by a message containing the regulating rod position and the approxi-
mate power level. The two potentiometers, Q11 and Q29, must be 
adjusted accordingly. When the computation are started via the 
analog IC-mode, the connection to DI(ll) must be withdrawn to avoid 
insertion of IC-data from file PWR.IC. The computations do not 
start bumpless, as it is most likely that the IC-data in the po-
tentiometer list do not fit the new reactor condition exactly, but 
within a few minutes a new stationary state with the required value 
of reactor load and steam pressure may be found by adjustments of 
the regulating rod, the boron acid concentration and the electrical 
power load. Fast transients in the first few seconds will most 
likely overload the output channels from the pressuriser model. 
This can be avoided and the transient time decreased by pressing 
switch 0 before the start. The switch is connected to DK2) which 
controls the operation of the pressuriser, taking it out of action 
for switch 0 equal to "1". The pressuriser is reconnected, when 
the transients have died out. The new state may be stored on a disc 
file PWR.IC by typing "1" on the DEC-writer with the analog com-
puter in HOLD node. For later use of the file, the IC-data in the 
potentiometer list must be corrected manually by reading the inte-
grator outputs, and both new files must be stored as a eet on 
DEC-tape. The main variables may be listed on the DEC-writer for 
documentation by typing "3" on the DEC-writer with the analog ma-
chine in HOLD mode. 
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FPP2 and TURB, and calculates the sua of the reactor thermal power 
for later use. Next follows, in HYDRA3, the calculation of the 
boron acid distribution in the primary loop in 12-bit integer 
arithmetic. HYDRA* reads the regulating rod position ard calculates 
the rod density in the core sections ready for use in the neutron 
kinetics routine. The final PDP8-routine is HYDRAS, which is 
started when the FPP unit finishes the calculations initiated in 
HYDRA2. HYDRAS starts calculating the neutron flux distribution 
in the FPP-routine FPP1, performs all the adjustments of analog 
outputs and the HDACs, and finally starts the FPP3 routine with 
calculation of the delayed neutron concentrations, when the neutron 
kinetic routine is finished. The FPP3 routine is followed by the 
PROP routine with the calculations for the pressuriser. From 
HYDRA5 PDP8 goes back to the waiting loop, while the FPP unit con-
tinues the calculations just started, which normally last some 
few milliseconds into the next time interval. 
The calculations may run into error conditions which prevent 
continuation. Ir these cases a message is typed on the DEC-writer 
and the program stopped with a jump to monitor. A list of error 
messages is given in Appendix F. 
The waiting loop in the PDP8 code contains a test of the 
DEC-writer request. If a request is detected, the character will 
be printed and action taken according to the following lis:. 
": Go to the FPP input-output test routine belonging to the KYBAL 
language. 
1: Transfer a set of IC-data for the present steady state condition 
to the disc file PWR.IC. 
2: Transfer a set of reactor static data from disc file PWR.ST 
to the data areas in the core for the active PWR.SV program. 
3: Type a list with main variables and parameter* on the DEC-
writer. 
Other characters: no action. 
Analog simulation requires amplitude scaling. The variable 
range on the analog machina is defined as *1 corresponding to 
slOV. A variable X with the variation *X must be used with a 
scale factor SF x = 1 ^ , A variable with a scale factor is 
written in square brackets, e.g. (0.02 T e ) . The same convention ia 
used for integer variables in the PDP8 where *1 corresponds to the 
- S -
integer ±29M. In a single case another type of scale factor is 
needed for integer arithmetic; th« meaning is given by the equation: 
X in machine integer units = {(SF X)»X) . 
The scale factor is chosen so the main a w value of X corresponds 
to the integer »OS« for positive variables and ±20»» for dual 
signed variables. The analog input and output units work with dual 
signed integers, while the MMCs only use positive integers. 
The interface units will often be referred to by abbreviations 
as follows: 
analog input channels 







HDAC: multiplying digital to analog converters 
Other abbreviations are: 
A: analog amplifier 
P and Q: potentiometers 
DF6: diode function generators 
m : Honostable timers given adjustable pulse length 
2. HEUTim KINETICS 
§SSHSSi£S*.3t!e 
•umber of core sections: It 
Length of cons : M S ca 
Ax • 365/1* « 26.07 ea 
w a n 
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5!!¥5iS3l-3§ta 
The kinetic parameters D, Ea and vEf have been calculated 
by static programs as second degree polynomials in the S vari-
ables: T , T , p , C. and CR. The control rod density CR has 
u c* m' b 
been normalized as a quantity betwaen 0 and 1. The other 1 vari-
ables are used with suppressed zero points. The following values 
are usee": 
T : 735 °c 
p : 0.7296 g/cm3 
m 
Cb : 1500 ppm . 
The general formulae are: 
«!«* + V V a34pm + V pm + V Cb + V Cb + a 7 C R + a84Tu 
For the reflector sections, a« and a- are omitted. 
In the diffusion equation £ and vl- are always used together 
in the common expression (l-8)vEf-i:a, BO it is an advantage to use 
a polynomial for (vl_-i: ), completely eliminating the need for I 
alone. vE, alone is needed for calculation of the delayed neutrons 
and the thermal power! but here a less accurate calculation is poss 
ible. The variation of vJ- with T„ and T_ is less than 1* in the x u c 
temperature range of interest, so it is completely neglectad. The 
variation with Cfc is nearly linear below 2000 ppm, which is the 
upper limit, so only a first order term for Cb is used. The terns 
for pm and CR are used unchanged. All the data for the kinetic 
polynomials are given in table 2.1. 
The delayed neutrons are represented by 3 groups with the 
following data: 
6, = 992E-6 
0 > 6DUBE-6 
X1 • 1.82 
* 2 > 0.2»9 





Data for conversion of neutron flux • to thermal power N: 
A = 0.3E-10 J/fission 
v « 2.13 neutrons/fission 
Insertion in eq. (2.9) gives: 
N * (2.18E-1DVIJ* *W/section C2.9) 
2.1. Digital routines 
The kinetic equations are solved by the digital routines FPP1 
and FPP3 in file PWR1.8B, appendix A. 
The first file page contains all the numerical data and vari-
ables. 
The second file page contains the routine for calculation of 
the kinetic parameters and the coefficients in the matrix equation 
(2.8). The integer variables T u, Te, p m > Cfc and CR are transferred 
from the arrays A0-A15 in the FDP8 code section in file PWR.8B and 
converted to floating point form. 
The third file page contains the routine for solution of the 
equation (2.8), calculation of vl-* for the next routine and of 
the thermal power N, which is converted to integer form and stored 
in array H, with a scale factor 1/500. By the conversion o/erflow 
is possible during power transients. A teat for overflow it car-
ried out for fuel section« 3-10 and announced by a THAP6 message 
no. 0-7. 
The fourth file page contains the routine FPF3 for calculation 
of the delayed neutron*. It is not coupled to the preceding routine 
FPP1, but ia activated independently. -j-
The regulating rod position is an independent control variaJriUu 
which is inserted via AI7 through the POPS twrt&a MTObia'lit tiW 
PUR.tB. The rod denaity in each section ir séféiåhuii tfr a Ww*tr 
between 0 and -2(M»» inclusive), - -, --u^,t/»^ itejaé-a 
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Array KD: coefficients a^-a^Q for n 





" (vlf-£a) } in the core 
" vi. 
} in the reflector 
DX2 = Ax = 679.6*5 
F3DX » 3Ax = 78.21 
DXR = 1/Ax = 0.038358 
BETA = B = 6.**8E-3 
NPTU = "Analog zeropoint" - "Digital zeropoint" for Tu 
= 800 - 735 = 65 
NPTC = do. for T 
c 
= 300 - 298 = 2 
NPRO = do. for p 
m 
= 0.5 - 0.7296 = -0.2296 
NPBO - do. for Cb 
= 0 - 1500 - -1500 
SFTU = -1/(SF T x 2018) = -500/20*8 = -2.'*1*E-1 







= 1/(SF p x 20*8) = 0.5/20*8 s 2.**1*E-* 
m 
= 2000/*096 = *.8B28E-1 
= -(weighting factor for regulating rod/20*8) 
= e.g. -0.25/20*8 = -1.2207E-* 
(updated by input of static data or IC data) 
= 2.18E-11 x *096 x SF N s 2.18E-11 x U096/500 • 1.7859E-10 
(equation (2.9) 




CM1K1 = 2S14t/(2-X1At) = 1.091309E-* 





CCR: Fixed control rod density. 
CJI: Elements below the diagonal in {C} with first position empty. 
CJJ: Elements in the diagonal in {C}. 




SAZE: Fixed contribution to E a from xenon poisoning calculated in 
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Coefficients for polynomial calculation of kinetic parameters. 
3. THE FUEL MODEL 
§£25££EiS2i_£9££_^§t§ 
26.07 cm 





2 3.170 cm /cm 
2 
280.9 m /section 
0.01U35 m 
3.88 m2 















k = t.O W/cm°C 
z




„ , • 1/k s 0.360* " gca ca g 
Z per section = 0.1556 °C/MW 
pca " 6,S g/c"3 
c c a =0.31 J/g°c 
Pu « 10.0 g/cm 
o u s 0.32 J/g°c 
C c , " 
C u = 1.819 " " " 
\ , = (*.788E-13)T3 + 38.24/(T + 129.*) W/cn°C (T in °K> 
3.1. The ten-shell section fuel model 
The nodel has been implemented in a Fortran program suitable 
for calculation of transients for variation in either the heat 
production, N, or the coolant temperature, T . The program works 
in real time synchronized from the analog computer. It receives 
the input variables N and Tc from analog inputs, and delivers the 
output via analog output channels and the DEC-writer. The program 
and the analog diagram are given in appendix 6 with implementation 
for stops in N and Te. 
The program is divided into •actions numbers 1 to ». SadtioA 
3 contains all the geometrical and physical data in DATA state-
ments. Section 4 calculates some fixed parameters and resets digi-
tal inputs and outputs, taction S contains a waiting M e m tø'^l* 
timing impulse via M S y when the Impuls« atrtms* ^  ejfMaia|f% 
starts by reading the input variables which ar»f - - < . • * 
- * > ' • * . « ( 
AIOs («/SO0) 
A l i i ( ( T e l - M 0 ) / » 0 ) . - - • * ***-*-* J 
The tiaa step im't i^m?^ 
caloia»tim.N l e* t*W« «W*Cfl 
»atri, m^t^j^ ' 
some variables for analog outputs and performs the output function. 







((T(l) - 1500)/1000) 
f<T - looomoo) 
^ mean ' 
((T(10) - 500)/2S0) 
f(T - 500)/200) 1
 ug ' 
f(T - 300)/100) 1
 ca ' 
((Q - 250)/250) 
Output printout can also be obtained at the DEC-writer by a 
signal at DI7. For every sampling time the program asks if DI7 is 
set and gives a printout if it is true. A periodic printout can 
be obtained with the counter circuit shown in the analog diagram; 
the period can be selected by the preset time thumb wheels. The 
variables in the printout are the ten Tu temperatures on the first 
line, and the following variables on the second line: 
T (mean), T , T„„ and Q„. u ' ug' ca ^c 
3.2. The two-point fuel model 
The equations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) are given here with numerical 
values, but all other details are given in the next chapter, as 
all the core heat transfer equations are us?d in one hybrid routine. 
T„ = 0.5U98(N-k.(T, ,-T )) u i u ca 
T c a = 3.0239(kf(Tu-Tca)-Qc) 
•»•65E-6 + 0.4556 
Tug ' Tca * °'*556 kf ( V T c a > 
»u - ri<i<VIug» 
1(3.2. 1) 
Tu(„*l) = Tu(n) • 4tTu 
AtTu = 0.05H98(N(n)-kf(Tu(n*J)-Tea(n»})>) 
}(3.2.2) 
AtTca = 0.3°2*()<f<TuCn»»>-Tea<n+i»-qc<n*!)> 
Tca(n+1>= Tca(n> + V c a 
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The coefficient K = 4.6SE-6 is selected so T u obtains the 
same static values as the T mean value for the 10-shell section 
at a section load of 250 MW. 
1. THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT WITH HEAT TRANSPORT 
AND BORON ACID CONCENTRATION 
1.1. Heat transfer in core 
All geometrical data are included in the list in chapter 3. 
Only some few physical parameters, which are nearly constant 
over the working range or are of minor importance, are taken as 
constants. These are: 
HC(T) = 0.92 KJ/kg°C (kg/m s ) 0 , 2 
h f gP g 8 =97.1 MJ/m3 
p, = 725 kg/m3 





( 1 . 5 ) 
( 0 . 9 ) 
<<t.9) 
( 1 . 1 0 ) 
Other parameters are taken as temperature-dependent functions. 
The equations with numerical values are listed below. Eq. (t.6) 
is simplified by using exp(p /i»3.t) as a constant. It is justified 
by small variations in the primary pressure p and by the quad-
ratic term (Tca - T ) 2 , which makes T c a insensitive to variations 
in the coefficient. 
Te(j,n+1) = T c ( j - l ,n+l)4pi<- | 10.12 fi^T^i.n*!)) 
o p 
4 t t e ( J , M l ) . Te(j,n+1) - t0<J,n> * <*"*' 
"cl 
% 
n *.«9SE-3 W°',<TC.-TC) 
» 17.S7(T -T. 
« 0 - f (T -T ) 
Qt » V « . 
«(j,n+l) • «(J-l,nU> • j fe<j |y 
a t(J,n*l) > » ( J n i n ^ ^ a ^ a l f t M 
»m » 9t - f i t * 
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These equations are solved together with the fuel equations 
in one hybrid routine, where the calculations are done by analog 
components with the digital machine as coordinator and store 
medium. The same circuits are used for all the core sections on 
a serial basis with parallel analog calculations. This gives a 
computing time of about 1 ms per section. The input to the routine 
is the thermal power N, the coolant inlet temperature T ., with 
the coolant flow rate as a variable input parameter. The output 
variables are temperature profiles for the fuel, the canning and 
the water together with void and water density profiles, all 
stored as 12-bit integers in the digital machine. 
The latest investigations of the void production carried out 
by the static program show that the dynamic void calculations are 
inadequate, but also without importance in the working range for 
the dynamic model. The void mechanism should be further studied 
and the model improved, or the void representation should be com-
pletely omitted. The data for the function fv given in appendix B 
are consequently arbitrary and not based on static calculations. 
The analog diagram is given in appendix B together with scaled 
equations, DFG tables and potentiometer lists. Suppressed zero-
points are used in order to improve the signal resolution in the 









The scale factors and the corresponding working ranges are: 
SF N = 1/500 Range: 0-500 HW/section 
SF Qu, SF Qc = SF N 
SF Tu = 1/500 Range: 800 ± 500 3C 
SF Toa = 1/100 Range: 300 1 100 °C 
SF Tc = 1/50 " : 300 * 50 °C 
SF o = 10 " : 0^0.1 
SF p = 1/500 : 500 t SO0 kg/m3 
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SF c =• 100 Range: B-0.010 MJ/kg°C 
SFC1/X >*2 E-6 " for X: C2-S)E-6 MW/m°C 
SF W = 1/15O00 " : 5000-15000 kg/s 
c 
Other scale factors for intermediate variables may be found in the 
l i s t of scaled equations. 
The d i g i t a l rout ine , HYDRA1, that controls the calculations 
i s found in f i l e PWR.8B, appendix A. The routine uses 3 internal 
subroutines: HIC, OPDA and TRVENT, and one l ibrary subroutine, 
DIVI. HYDRA1 links direct ly to the next routine HYDRA2, which is 
discussed in section 4.2. 
The computing sequence for a core section consists of 3 steps. 
F i r s t , the old outlet values are set on analog output channels 
and HDACs, while t rack-store amplifiers fetch the new inlet values 
to the section in question. Second, the computing c i r cu i t i s 
switched to the computing mode to find the new set of out le t values; 
during the amplifier t ransients the d ig i t a l machine i s used t o 
update the stored values for the previous sect ion. Third, the 
changes for the new outlet values are read in to the d ig i ta l ma-
chine, and the computing c i rcu i t s are switched to store and track 
mode. The f i r s t core section requires a special subroutine, HIC, 
for i n i t i a l i z a t i o n . At the end the hybrid routine is UBed one extra 
time to convert the heat stored in steam to an increased water 
temperature. 
The computation i s controlled via the d i g i t a l outputs DO(0> 
- D0(3) and the d ig i t a l input D i d ) , as shown in the diagram for 
the logis uni t s . The " ic" signal if used to insert the inlet vari-
ables T , and a(o) » 0j "co" sets the track-store unit« in compute 
modet the "ho" impulse shifts th« section outlet value on one track-
s tore amplifier to the inlet value on the otter trw*-st©»» ampli-
f ier . The "re" signal i s used to shift between the analog signals 
«)C-Qb) and IQj sent out from PDM for th« last section. fftV two 
pulses t x and t 2 can be wad t o control Vm/tvtotm sssfllftstw *« 
sample and hold any signal for • selected MWjm* t»« setømtlnn 
is don« with th« preset knobs for th« ewsMMk tOM Mm MM. 
, ,' t . ; f if  «il„. 1 J. iJelaVk. e-u£ " • 
Some seal« factor d«p«nd«nt nssiisrs «M ttsMKaWsv • tHf-«*- , . , 
routines. Th««« *r* a l l fémmttM tv* JW4WJE* 
.. , .,!iA.:.'*i ir'f HJBl 4W*<*jtJM>£ at* 
'"^  
HYDRA1: 
HL + 21 li.-ies: 
+ 9 " : 
OPDA: 
(SF Qk)/<SF SQk) = 10 = 128 
(SF A..T )/<SF T„) = SO/10 = t e c 
'8 
+ 5 lines: 
+ 5 lines: 
+ 10 lines: 
+ 11 lines: 
(SF &tTc)/(SF Tc) SO/10 = 5 
(SF Ao)/(2 » SF o) = 100/20 = 5 
(SF Qk)/(SF EQk) = 500/50 = 10 = 12g 
as the first 5 elements. Element no. 6 is used for boron acid 
concentration, no. 7 for regulating rod density and no. 8 contains 
an index pointer with the array numbers from 0 to 15. The arrays 
are found in the last file page in file PWR.8B. 




























1.2. Heat transport in the primary circuit 
The primary loop is divided into the following coapartaanta: 
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Reactor upper plenua »6.00 a 
3 tube s e c t i o n s of 1.177 " 
SG i n l e t chamber 1.57 " 
2 SG U-tube s e c t i o n s of 10.15 " 
SG o u t l e t chamber 1.57 " 
2 tube s e c t i o n s of 1.230 " 
3 tube s e c t i o n s of 1.173 " 
2 reac tor downcoaer s e c t i o n s of 6.625 " 
reactor lower plenum 23.75 " 
Only two phys ica l q u a n t i t i e s are needed and they are both 
3 d p f 
used as constant va lues : P f = 72S kg /a and -gip» which i s e v a l u -
ated at 3 temperature l e v e l s : 285, 300 and 318 °C g iv ing - 1 . 8 0 , 
- 2 . 1 0 , - 2 . 6 0 kg/m3oC r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s are carr ied out i n the d i g i t a l rout ine FPP2 
which i s found i n f i l e PWR2.8B. The rout ine c a l c u l a t e s i n addi t ion 
sone steam generator parameters and l i n k s t o the turbine power 
c a l c u l a t i o n . I t i s ac t iva ted in the PDP8 rout ine HYDRA2 a f t e r 
i n s e r t i o n of input var iab le s which are: 
AI : (Wc/15000) 
A l l f : (W/5000) 
AI10 : ((T -3001/50) 
The temperature c a l c u l a t i o n * are made s t r i c t l y according t o 
the formulae (1 .11 ) - ( 1 . 1 3 ) . The sua t e r n I4,T_ in ( 1 . 1 3 ) l a 
t c 
ca lcu la ted in the rout ine HYDRA1 and transferred t o FPP2. 
Convertion o f the r e a c t o r lower plenua teaperatar* t o Timed 
fora may r e s u l t i n overflow announced by the message **•*»•:.«*• 
The reactor upper plenua teaperature i s s ent out at NMC 1* a« 
(CT - 2 6 0 1 / 1 0 0 } . 
The f i r s t f i l e page in f i l e PHK2.0B conta iaa 
data which are: 
Array VPt: The voluaaa aa l i e t a * , * * « « « , 
TC s 1 core ( a c t i o n volmaa a *, 









: 1/(2048 x SF T) 




: g^- at 300 °C 
" " 318 °C 
: " " 28S °C 
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= SO/2048 = 0.02« 






The array TPL contains the teaperature belonging to the volu 
VPL with an extra elenent 
the steam generator U-tubes. 
in for the outlet teaperature T from 
4.3. Boron acid distribution 
2 tube sections of 
(the first is the insertion 
point for boron acid) 
2 reactor downcomer sections 
Reactor lower plenum 
t reactor core sections of 
Reactor upper plenum 
3 tube sections of 
SG inlet chamber 
4 SG U-tube sections of 
SG outlet chamber 
2 tube sections of 












The ca l cu la t ions are carr ied out in the rout ine HYDRA3 in 
f i l e PWF.8B. It fo l lows d i r e c t l y a f t e r HTORA2 mentioned in the 
previous s e c t i o n . 
Tn order to save time for the f l o a t i n g point processor , f ixed 
point arithmetic i s used. The bcron acid concentrat ion i s r e p -
resented by 12-bit p o s i t i v e in tegers for the range 0-0.002 
23 
(0-2000 ppm) giving a scale factor ST C^ - 500. With SF Wfc = 1 
eq. (4.14) scaled in machine units becomes: 
(soocyo.n+n) = 
((SOOC^o.n)) • ^ SLtlSOOC^i,n*l)) • 0.1 j N >)/• 
(tow 
N x 1 + atW 
Changing to the internal number representation and the unit 
ppm for boron acid concentration with 2000 ppm equal to the integer 
4096 gives: 
(2.048 (^{0,0*1))' (1024(2.048 C^o.n)} • (1024^-) » 
("J ({2.048 C^i.n+1)) • 409.6-yEL ) ) /» 
' 5006' 
II x 102« * (1024&S-) 
V pf 
V 
A M ) (2048 (—fer)) 
with (1024^) x 69
 {mf* 
for the primary circuit outside the reactor, 
w_ 
4« , ^""(iSOTo-J' 
for the volumes inside the reactor. The density Pf is taken as 
the constant value 72S kg/a3. The aquation can be transfer—a to 
(2 .048 ( ^ ( o . n + l ) } « ( 2 . 0 * 1 C ^ o . n ) } • ( 1 0 I 4 ^ t t - I * 
( ( 2 . 0 » i ( ^ ( i . n t l ) ) - ( 2 . « » » C^Co.a)} * * 0 t . » 
C ' » . 
• . /-».-s!?*Vfs 
Tte 1 M t e r n with Wfc i s m%9 $9*f!m 
the •fe 
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equation i s val id for a power s t a t i o n with 3 primary loops with 
equal coolant flow and with boron ac id in ser t ion i n a l l l o o p s . 
With only one insert-.on point the constant 409.6 i s reduced t o 
t 0 9 . 6 / 3 , i f the maximum i n s e r t i o n ra te remains 1 k g / s for t h a t 
point . 
The l a s t equation i s the f i n a l form for programming. 
The ca lcu lat ion routine HYDRA3 contains an array VBO with 
volume values equal t o (200 V} outs ide the reactor and (66.67 V} 
i n s i d e • 
VBO: 235; 235; 1583; 236; 236; 236; 236; 3067; 235; 235; 235; 
9 I t ; 1015; 10t5; 1045; 1045; 914; 246; 246; 235. 
The array for the boron acid concentrat ion , CBO, i s found in 
the l a s t f i l e page together with the array CBREST used for ac -
cumulated remainder s torage . The concentrat ions are further i n -
serted in the 16 arrays A0-A15 using one compartment over 4 core 
s e c t i o n s . 
The i n l e t flow of boron acid Wfa goes through AI8. The concen-
tration in the mixing compartment i s sent out on MDAC9 with sca l e 
factor SF Cb = 1/2000 with ppm as u n i t . 
5. 










THE PRESSURISER MODEL 
11.27 m 
2.135 m 
37.8 m 3 
22.0 m 3 




5 . 1 . The two-point non- l inear model 
Physical_Barameters 
p f s = (-4.79928E-3 « p - 0.426907) x p + 775.435 
p f s (5.B3223E-3xp-o.684103)xp+67.9603 
3*££ = (C-2.82339E-6xp+1.06286E-3)xp-0.135616)„p+4.1627 
s 
dp 
•^JS- = (C1.94994E-6*p-7.23306E-U)xp+9.55994E-2)xp-3.63699 
h f = '2.36941E-6«p+3.34697E-3)xp+1.05577 
h = (-1.55610E-5xp+1.72963E-3)xpt2.705997 
d h f s 
j ~ = (2.52025E-7xp-7.1493E-5)xp+9.0087E-3 
d h
. . 
jgKS. = ((-3.76728E-9*p+1.42818E-6)xp-0.202486E-3>xpt8.11U7E-3 
3pf (nrJ 
3 p , 
h 
(-1.55056E3»h< .+4.16325E3)xh,-3.20438E3 
<TST>. - » • " 
3 p g 
( Ui ' ' 0.61E3xh -1.7KE3 
P 8 
9 p -
*P h «' 
c „ s 0.010 MT/kg°C for »tatm mmv •aturation 
Pg 
dT . - - ... , * . : 
T~ • 0.60 C/bar for taturatad ataaa "'"L 
for rtm-sm* wU 4* ***"•*• *" i'**mK.<i 
ka„ < o.z w/°c for ttM irfit&mt'uM+éft „ . 
I «> •' V M 
.,,^^MM — w r 
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3p f 
~- »fs* W ( h f " h f s> 
'g 'gs an "'g "gs ' K - P _ * ^ (h - h ) 
The units are: p : Xg/m 









The program i s given i n appendix H. I t i s wr i t t en in the macro 
language HYBAL for communication with the analog machine and con-
ta ins t FPP-routines and 1 PDP8-code r o u t i n e . 
The PDP8-code routine controls the FPP-routines and takes care 
of the analog output s e t t i n g . 
FST i s a parameter input routine. It may at any time be r e -
quested by typing "0" (zero) at the DEC-writer. I t must be ca l l ed 
once, when the program i s s t a r t e d . It i s used t o define IC values 
for VF, P, and Q, and further to i n s e r t contro l parameters for Q, 
WK and WR as used in equations ( 5 . 1 . 8 ) - ( 5 . 1 . 1 0 ) . 
INPUT i s an actuat ion s igna l input rout ine . I t fo l lows auto-
matical ly a f ter FST and may, bes ides , at any time be c a l l e d from 
the DEC-writer by typing " 1 " . It i s used to define the input v a r i -
able AW. as e i t h e r a s t e p - or a ramp-pulse funct ion . DELTA WI * 
impulse he ight , DELTA T = impulse width, and STEPSWITCH = 1 g ives 
a s t e p , while STEPSWITCH = 0 g ives a ramp-pulse. 
FIC i s an IC i n s e r t i o n r o u t i n e ; i t r e s e t s the var iab les t o th« 
values s p e c i f i e d *n FST and prepares for a t rans i en t c a l c u l a t i o n . 
FOP i s the main t rans ient c a l c u l a t i o n r o u t i n e . 
The operation of the program i s contro l l ed v ia the d i g i t a l 
inputs DI(O), D i d ! and DK2) . For DI(O) = 1 th« program goes t o 
the IC-mode; for D:i(0) = 0 and D i d ) = 1 i t goes t o the operate 
mode, for which the c a l c u l a t i o n s are synchronized v i a pulses 
(100 ,.i s e c . ) on DI(2) . As the in tegrat ion s tep i s 0 .1 s e c , 10 
pu l ses / sec give real time c a l c u l a t i o n . A puis« rat« of 100 per s e c . 
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may be used to speed up the calculations for slow transients, but 
10 pulses/sec. is recommended for short fast transients due to an 
iterations loop, which is interrupted by the synchronization pulse. 
100 pulses/sec. give only time for 2 runs through the loop, resulting 
in damped oscillations in the time derivative p for step input 
function. 
All output goes through analog channels according to the fol-
lowing list with variables, scale factors, zeropoints and TRAP6 
numbers at overflow: 
AO0: (lp-po)/20) TRAP6 
A01: (CVf-Vfo>/10) 
A02: (We/50) " 
A03: (We/50) " 
A01: (Wk/50) 
AOS: (Wr/100) 
A06: (Q/2) " 
A07: (p/2) 
The condi t ions of the water and steam phases are shown 
d i g i t a l ou tputs . D0(0) = 1 i n d i c a t e s water s a t u r a t i o n , and 
i n d i c a t e s steam s a t u r a t i o n . 
The program conta ins the fo l lowing cons tants : 
DT = at = 0 .1 
V = 3 7 . 8 Tank volume 
HWK = hj. = 1.23 
HWI » \ = l.HS 
KRFS: constants f o r p f g 
KRSS: " " Og, 
dp f, 










KHGSP: c o n s t a n t s for -*-»-
KRFH: " " Crir-) 
9 p e KRGH: " " <•$}*) 
STT'p 
P 
3 > > . 
KRGP: " 
3p 
CPG = c = 0 . 0 1 
Pg 
d T s DTSP = -3-2. = 0.6 
d Ps 
CV = C = 10 
v 
KQGV = kqgv = C* 2 
SP = 2018 x SF p = 2018/20 = 102.1 
*P 
SVF = 2018 < SF V, = 2018/10 = 201.8 
SWE = 2018 « SF W = 2018/50 = 10.96 
e SWC = 2018 x SF W = 2018/50 = 10 .96 
c 
SWK = 2018 « SF Wk = 2018/25 = 81.92 
SWR = •'018 « SF W = 2018/100 = 20.18 
r 
SQ = 2018 x SF Q = 2018/2 = 1021 
SPP = 2018 x SF p - 2018/2 = 1021 
5 . 2 . The s i m p l i f i e d p r e s s u r i s e r model 
The p h y s i c a l parameters a re r e p r e s e n t e d by polynomials of 
lower degree than used i n s e c t i o n 5.1 t o save computing t i m e . 
p f s = 602 - 1 .82x(p- lS0) = 875 - 1.82*p 
a = 98 • 1.01x(p-150) = -56 • l . O l x p 
5 s 
d o 
j r ^ s = - ( 1 . 8 2 • 0 .0092x(p- lS0) ) = - ( 0 . 1 1 • O.0092»p) 
T P T -
= 1.01 • 0.0112»(p-150) * - 0 . 6 1 + 0.0112»p 
h , = 1.611 + 0 .0010x(p- lS0) = 1.011 + O.OOIOxp 
i s 
h = 2.611 - 0.0029x(p-150) = 3.019 - 0.0029xp 
1.0 E-3 
dh 
a? = - ( 2 . 9 0 + 0 .030x(p-150)) E-3 = (1 .6 - 0.030xp) E-3 
(•sjp) = - (525 + 7 3 0 x ( h f - 1 . 6 ) ) = 613 - 730xh f 
d p . 
h f ( W i ) = 1.395 + 0.693E-2x(T-310) = -0 .1133 • 0.593E-2xT 
hf(W. ) = 1.235 + 0.501E-2x(T-280) = -0 .1762 + 0.501E-2XT 
T = 0 .51 x (p-150) + 321.1 = 261.1 + 0 .51 * "p 
The program i s g iven in appendix A, f i l e PMK2.SB, f i l e pages 
2 and 3 . F i l e page 2 c o n t a i n s a l l the numerica l d a t a and v a r i a b l e s , 
and f i l e page 3 c o n t a i n s the c a l c u l a t i o n r o u t i n e c o n s i s t i n g of an 
I C - r o u t i n e , PRIC, and an 0 P - r o u t i n e , PROP. 
The IC v a l u e s and c o n t r o l pa ramete r s a r e i n s e r t e d a s f i xed 
d a t a . The input v a r i a b l e s AW., T. and Tk a">e r e c e i v e d from the 
r o u t i n e FPP? d i s c u s s e d in s e c t i o n 1 .2 . The surge flow 4W. i s 
added t o t h e s t eady s t a t e flow W.(0) c a l c u l a t e d i n the IC r o u t i n e . 
For l ong - t e rm t r a n s i e n t s a c o n t r o l t e r n , sW.Co), i s necessary t o 
keep t h e water l e v e l a t a f i x e d s t e a d y s t a t e v a l u e ; i t i s n o t 
inc luded in t h e p r e s e n t v e r s i o n , The temperatures T j and T. o f 
the surge flow and t h e c o o l i n g water are used t o c a l c u l a t e the 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g e n t h a l p y v a l u e s . 
The on ly ou tpu t v a l u e needed by other submodels i s the s a t u r -
a t i o n temperature T c a l c u l a t e d fro« t h e p r e s * » * , ' ' * • < frtfte* 
v a r i a b l e s are d i sp layed too (or operator aOS»mm»ieetJl#», f k * - e t t t -
pu t v a r i a b l e s w i t h s e a l s f a c t o r s , t e r o p o i n t s and overflow T M M 





















The i t e r a t i o n mentioned for the more d e t a i l e d model i s not 
necessary here , as the driv ing function W- has no high frequency 
components, and the computing time would be unacceptably long t o o . 
But there s t i l l e x i s t s a tendency for o s c i l l a t i o n s t o s t a r t , when 
the water condit ion s h i f t s between the two s t a t e s . This *s avoided 
using a d i g i t a l f i l t e r for W with a time lag of 0.2 s e c . 
The constants in the firfft f i l e page are: 
DT : At s 0 .1 
VPR = 37.8 Tank volume 
KPP : coefficients for the polynomials: 
dPf3 
p f s ' p g s ' T P T 
d p g s dh dp f 





RFP = ( T \ 0.25 
WIK0= At 
"f^surge tube" 3 n \ ' 8:i» - °-502E-3 
SP = 2018 « SF p. = 2018/20 » 102.* 
P 
SVF * 1096 » SF V( s 1096/20 201.8 
SWF. = 1096 »SFN. = 1096/50 = 81.92 
SWC = 1096 «SFW = 1096/50 • 81.92 
c 
STSA* 1096 SF T. » 1096/100= ps 10.96 
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NVF = Zeropoint for Vf = 12 
VFØ = IC value for Vf 
P0 : " " " p 
Q0 : Control parameters for 0: 
ZC value - 0.038 HW 
Offset = 1 bar 
Sain =0.16 HW/bar 
Hex.value: 1.3 MW 
WKØ : Control parameters for W^: 
IC value: calculated in the PRIC routine 
Offset = 1 bar 
Gain = 2 kg/s/bar 
Max.value= 20 kg/s 
WRD : Control parameters for Wr: 
Offset = 10 bar 
Max.value= 100 kg/s 










« 1.035 si2 
> S.160 " 
> H.630 " 
« 9.770 " 
* 0.(87 " 
• 0.01*7 • 
> 6.0036 * 















































0 . 0 0 1 2 7 m 
2 0 . 3 m3 
5 2 . 2 " 
7 5 . 0 " 
1 2 . 6 " 
1 8 . 8 " 
7 . 8 " 
6.9H " 
V = 1 . 5 7 m3 p o 
L d = 1 0 . 1 1 m 
Ljj = 2 . 7 2 5 " 






1 . 5 
O.05 s 
6 . 1 . The d e t a i l e d one-dimensional model 





- a.25717E-S*p1 ' 




 -10*.953 • 1.53teixT , - 0.768233E-2xT 2 + 0.11H607E-HXT 3 
= -33.311 • 0.2958txT - 0.9386SE-3xT 2 + 0, 10129E-S*T. 
dP„ L.0923 - O.S9817E-2«T + 0.14787E-txT
 2 
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h , = 1.9912 • 3.2023E-3xT - 0.17199E-HXT 2 
tg sa sa 
3PT 
d h a s 1 2 
•rsM- - 0.0617111 - 0.63723E-3XT • 0.2082"»E-5xT J - 0.231>»2E-8xT ' 
op s s s a s A 
c = -O.OMOtt + 0.2O**8E-3xT + 0.77H03E-6xT 2 - 0.28309E-8»T 3 
PP P P P 
-0.87750E-11XT U + 0.26327E-13»T 5 
c = 0.22556E-3 • 0.61117E-U«T , - 0 . 3 1 5 3 1 E - 6 X T * + O.S7l»19E-9xT 3 
p8 s a s a s a 
H s 1.82569 - 0.772876E-2XT + 0.15582BE-t*T 2 
P P P 
H = 0.875 + 0.0012 x (T - 250) 
s s a 
p . = 17M0.9 - 9.H510 x T • o.036196 x T 2 - 0.54202E-* x T 3 
f p p p 
The u n i t s a r e m , k g , bar and MJ excep t f o r H_ and H where 
KJ i s used i n s t e a d of (VI. 
The program, which i s w r i t t e n i n F o r t r a n IV, i s given i n 
Appendix J . I t uses 3 dev ice numbers , which must be defined when 
i t i s s t a r t e d . 
Device no . 7 i s the normal output device f o r the t r a n s i e n t s . 
SEC-wr i t e r , l i n e p r i n t e r , DEC-tape or d i s c f i l e may be used. 
Device no . 6 i s t h e output dev ice fo r a new s e t of IC-values 
c a l c u l a t e d by the program i t s e l f . Paper tape , DEC-tape or d i s c 
f i l e may be used. 
Device no. 5 i s the input device fo r t h s IC-values needed at 
s t a r t . Paper t a p e , DEC-tape or d i sc f i l e may be used. 
Device n o s . 7 and 5 must always be de f ined , whi le • d e f i n i t i o n 
fo r n o . 6 i s only needed whan a new IC-value s e t i s produced. Jfo. 
7 i s used with option C f o r a n o n - f i l e - s t r u c t u r e d d e v i c e , such a« ' 
t h e DEC-writer , and without option C f o r a f i l e - s t r u o t u r s d devle»> 
At program s t a r t the operator Bust type some input variaM^i«. . 3 
and parameters on request} these a r e ; 
WP : Wp, primary flow 
CL s C , , steam val«* constant . 
m s T p i , primary i n t e t t'saftVetofrr 
TFI : T f l , feedwater t t sy tMKwIi 
- S U -
NT : Step/ramp i n d i c a t o r . NT = 0 g i v e s a s t e p i n p u t ; NT = n 
g ives a ramp input of l e n g t h n -At . The i n p u t s t e p o r 
ramp may be in any of t h e 1 v a r i a b l e s mentioned above . 
M : number of p r i n t o u t s in a t r a n s i e n t . 
N : number of time i n t e r v a l s At between p r i n t o u t s . 
I t i s a good p r a c t i c e to use the same inpu t va lues as in t h e 
IC values fo r 1 o r 2 p r i n t o u t s t o check t h a t t h e I C - c o n d i t i o n s 
a r e r e a l l y in a s t a t i o n a r y s t a t e , and t h e n r e t u r n t o t h e inpu t 
s e c t i o n by the fo l lowing program c o n t r o l f a c i l i t y . 
Af te r the l a s t p r i n t o u t , a f t e r (N x M x At) s e c . problem t i m e , 
the program asks fo r a c o n t i n u a t i o n i n p u t s w i t c h : 
1. Stop the program. 
2. Start with new input variables. 
3. Continue the transient calculation with new values of M and N. 
4. Write a new set of IC values on the output file specified by 
the start. 
5. Type a profile table on device no. 7. 
An example of the output is given in appendix J. It is shown 
how the program is started and the different control switches are 
used. The profile printout contain 8 columns with a line for each 
core section, so 2 columns are used for T , T , and T ,. The extra 
lines for Ts and T give the inlet temperatures and the temperature 
in the primary inlet and outlet chamber. 
The calculation time is about 15 sec. for 1 sec. problem time. 
The program contains a head with DATA specifications of main 
parameters. These are: 
AD = A„ AS = A 
s 
L C : L 
c 
OS = 0 
s 
'* ' vr 
VDO = Vd 
DEP * D_„ 
"P 
6H = g«Ax 
S s S 
AP = A„ 
P 
LR = L 
r 
OP = 0 
P 
VE » Vg 
VPI * V . * 
PI 
DES = Deg 
CRH = Cr/2 
DT - At 
AR = Ar 
LF - L,, 
OR = 0 r 
VFL - Vbl 
VP0 
DED s Ded 
LAR = Xr 
AF = ^ 
DZ * Az 
VFH = Vb„ 
DR = Ar 
pn /-«L P« 
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6 . 2 . The s i m p l i f i e d s team g e n e r a t o r model 
The b a s i c d a t a a r e the same as f o r t h e d e t a i l e d model , but 
s e v e r a l p h y s i c a l d a t a a r e used as c o n s t a n t v a l u e s . The s i m p l i f i -
c a t i o n s and consequences a r e most c o n v e n i e n t l y d i s c u s s e d fo r each 
equa t ion s e p a r a t e l y , a s t h e same pa rame te r may have q u i t e d i f f e r e n t 
i n f l u e n c e in two e q u a t i o n s . A l l t h e e q u a t i o n s a r e given wi th 
numer ica l v a l u e s , t hose c o n t a i n i n g on ly b a s i c d a t a w i thou t com-
ments . 
Eq. ( 6 . 2 . 1 a ) : p . - 72S kg/m . V a r i a t i o n s on ly have i n f l u e n c e on 
a t i m e l a g , whi l e v a r i a t i o n s i n c have a s t r o n g i n f l u e n c e on t h e 
hea t d e l i v e r y t o t h e secondary s i d e . There fore a t empera tu re 
dependent r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of c i s i m p o r t a n t : 
c « . • 0.026285 - 0.16617E-3XT + 0.32291E-6xT„2 PP P P 
o T M = 0 . 6 6 0 E - * x ( s E - - W„aT„„). ( 6 . 2 . 1 a ) 
P° c p p P P° 
T™ = T - i „ " " w ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) 
po p l , n po 
Eqs . ( 6 . 2 . 1 b ) and ( 6 . 2 . 1 c ) a r e i n c l u d e d i n t h e c a l c u l a t i o n s of t h e 
pr imary loop t empera tu re as d e s c r i b e d i n s e c t i o n H.2 . 
Eq. ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) : «p = 0 .11 
T * 0.K1T
 x * 0.S9T . ( 6 . 2 . 2 ) 
T r l « 0.1009(Qp - Q p ) . ( 6 . 2 . 3 ) 
T r 2 = 0 .1009(Q r - Q g ) . (6 .2 .%) 
EQ. ( 6 . 2 . 5 ) : The heat t r a n s f e r parameter H i s equal t o 0 .92 t 
0.03 i n the temperature rang* 300 t 20 °C so i t i s used with the 
constant value 0.92 
Qp . 0 .1917W p ° ' , <T p - T p l ) . « « * . ! ) 
Qp » » 9 . 7 1 ( T p l - T r t > * • « . • ) 
Eq. ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) : The t a r a a x » C p / « . » > n i l * vary J « nm^Ut^ff | i t ø » 
but a* tha temperatur« diffarmnea » „ - T
—
> * | £ amy « • * • »• 
small due t o tha quadrat ic tar»), Jjf, J(jl j 
t o s e t ( » / » » . » ) equal t o » . * , ^ * 
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for the greatest pressure deviation, which i s regarded as ins ign i -
ficant compared to the variation in saturation temperature over 
the range 260 - 290 °C. 
Q = 12.53CT , - T ) 2 . (6 .2 .7) 
s rz ss 
Eg. (6.2.8): e = 0.0052 tiJ/kg°C with an error less than 10%. 
The influence on Q. will Le much smaller as the second term is 
only about 101 of Q . 
qk = Qs - 0.0052 Ws(Tss - Td) (6.2.8) 
Eqs. (6.2.9J: The equation has 3 parameters dependent on temper-
ature and load, as the total coefficient to p is regarded as one 
parameter. p„c varies in the'range 25 - M0 kg/a - but is used as 
g
 3 
a constant equal to 33 kg/m » because it only has influence on 
the time constant for V , which anyway is snail compared with 
the dominating time constant for the total system, h. as coeffi-
cient for Q, is rather important, as it determines the steady-state 
value of the steam production when Q. is given; so a second degree 
polynomial is used: 
h, = 1.9912 + 0.32023E-2*T - 0.17199E-6*T* .. 
^ & ss ss 
The coefficient D for p: 
D
 = ^l C V . . apf • hfg apf > • vf , f s ^ - vs, 
has been calculated for several s teady-state load levels using 
resul ts obtained by the detailed program. The coefficient i s 
included in table C.2 in appendix C. I t appears to be fa i r ly 
constant in the load range 25 - 1151 of ful l load. For a t ransient 
state it may run oats ide the range 90 - 108 kg/bar shown in the 
table, but it is s t i l l used as a constant equal to 98 based on 
the jame argumentation as used above for p 
' « • • 
A V = a - S t j p - 3Bp - W > (6.2 .9) 
8 fg S g 
or normalized with respect to V : 
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-* = U = 0.580E-3*T^_ - O.OS70P<! - 0.S8E-3-W . (6.2.9) 
's "fg S 8 
Ea. (6.2.10): The coefficient (pfs - p ) varies in the range 
690 - 760 kg/a3, so a constant value equal to 72S kg/m is used. 
The coefficient E: 





- viP • w 
g dpg 
i s shown in the table C.2. The working range appears to be - ( t o -
70) kg/bar. Even the variat ion is quite large , the same argumen-
tat ion as used above for p „ j u s t i f i e s the selection of a con-
g5 
stant value of 52 kg/bar. 
"f s " . - " . * 7 2 S*g * " P s (6.2.10) 
or normalized with respect to V£: 
wf = Ws - W + 37800U + 52ps . (6.2.10) 
Eg. (6 .2 .11) ; p , g / p f s i s important for the determination of the 
void fraction a , so a second-degree polynomial i s used. 
10-SS. = 0.11201E-2 • 0.51861E-2»p_ • 0.26371E-H*p«-
p fs " " 
The s l ip r a t i o S i s used a* a constant 1.5, as for the detailed 
model. 
P 
"f I=o « . • 1.5 W, Å - =** - (6.2.11) 
Ea. (6 .2 .12) : The function FBf» ) i s sham in the table C.2 and 
plotted in Ref. 1, f ig . 12. A straight l ine givma a MMMMtRUf 
representation of the calculated values. 
a • (2.33 - l.V^yJL . ,'. I ta fUtf t f ) - C t i ^ 
Eos. (».2.13) - 6.2.16)» The stem* t"»Ut-«ir « * % » I j f P P ^ ^ g 
0.S and l.S sec. aceordiag to tj» TmM a C+f**fH$tn** f,f'"" '""*" 
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appears as a dynamic correction term for p and W., a constant 
value of 1.0 sec. will be used. From the table the working range 
for CI is found to be 27 - 30 kg/bar, which justifies the selec-
tion of a constant value of 28 kg/bar. The denominator in eq. 
(6.2.15) is given as C2 in the table C.2. It varies in the range 
73 - 78 kg/bar, so a constant value equal to 75 is reasonable. 
Finally, pfs and p , in connection with Vr in eqs. (6.2.15) and 
(6.2.16), are taken as constants: p- = 750 and p =33 kg/s. 
a
r = « " " r (6.2.1U) 
Ps = (Wg " Wl " ^ ^ n s (6.2.15) 
Wb = Wf + 28pg + 94S0år (6.2.16) 
Eqs. (6.2.17) and (6.2.18): p. = 750 kg/s and c /c 0.9H. 
^ - — — — J g o p m pg 
Tb = 0.709E-i»x(wb<Tgs r Tb> - 0.9t W^Tj, - T£)) (6.2.17) 
Td = 1.921E-U»Wg(Tb - Td) (6.2.18) 
Eqs. (6.2.19) - (6.2.21): Ff = 0.0H25. The function FR(V > is 
tabulated in table C.2 and plotted in Ref. 1, fig. 12. In the 
working range the straight line FR = 77 V /V is a usable approxi-
mation even though the curve must end in JR4x = L = 10.11 for 
Vg = 0. £LxAc/Ax = 12.1 and Vfi = VdAd/As 
5^i= 0.341 ^ J ' » (6.2.19) 
0.866vi,B (6.2.20) 
d 
V op ap 
vd = 0.0826(99.3H ^ - (_I • —2.)) (6.2.21) 
s *fs Mfs 
Eqs.^6.2.22) and (6.2.23): pfg s 750 kg/s and the coefficient 
for p is taken as -75 kg/bar, as the variation of ±10% in the 
working range is without any influence on the other equations. 
Us - 5 1 5 Vd (6.2.22) 
ib * 0.136E-3*(Wb • w. - Wg - 7Spg) (6.2.23) 
The model is implemented as an analog model with the 3 eoeffi-
ciencs c , h- and (10 Pas'Pfs> calculated in a digital routine 
and inserted via MDACs. The analog diagram is given in appendix 
C together with the scaled equations, potentiometer listing and 
DFG tables. Included are also 2 tables which have been used for 
evaluation of the coefficients. Table C.l gives some physical 
parameters in the actual temperature range, and table C.2 gives 
a set of variables calculated by the detailed model together with 
some main parameters. 
The digital routine for parameter calculation is found in 
FPP2 together with the primary temperature calculation. The input 
variables are inserted in the PDP8 routine HYDRA2. These are: 
AI12: ((ps - 60)/25) 
AI13: ((Tgg - 250)/S0). 
The analog model r e c e i v e s 2 t e m p e r a t u r e s from t h e pr imary temper-
a t u r e r o u t i n e : T . , the t e m p e r a t u r e i n t h e i n l e t chamber, and 
T - , t he t e m p e r a t u r e i n t h e second of t h e U-tube compartments . 
P*» ' 
These t e m p e r a t u r e s a r e Bet on ana log o u t p u t s i n t h e PDP8 r o u t i n e 
HYDRAS t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e adjus tment of t h e MDACs. The output v a r i -
a b l e s wi th TRAP6 numbers a t over f low a r e : 
A06 : ( < T x - 300)/50) TRAP6 21 
A07 : (<T
 x 2 - 300)/50) TRAP6 22 
MDAC2: [0.57S9/2SO c 1 " 2* 
MDACS: (0.SSO/h f ) " 2S 
HDACt: (10 P g g / P f s ) " « 
MDAC13:((Tp2 - 2S0)/100) 
Th« f i r s t f i l e page of PWR2.8B contain« coat constants kalanar 
i n g t o the parameter c a l c u l a t i o n . These a r a : 
CPPK: coefficients for c „ 
v* «...- . \J i *.- ( ~ # 
HFSK: » h f . ' "- *~;* '•- m 
KT%: - - » faeJfcH - - ******* NW-' 
tm i i 1/C20W « 8F p.) • »420U * l . « W . . . >_ 
SCTIBs 1/U0M K 8f t) • » « « • « * ' W g | * _ t ™ 
SFDPt: 409b * SF (!/<=„„> = t ° 9 6 x 0.5759/250 = 9.435S 
SFDP5: 4096 x SF U / h f g > = 4096 x 0.580 = 2375.68 
SFDP6: 4096 x SF (10 P „ / P f s > = "O 9 6 
SFTUD: 2048 » SF I = 2048/50 = 1 0 . 9 6 








































d p e 3 
-7-* = 0 . 5 kg/m bar dp 
Rehedter : 
Tube dimensions: 22/18 nun 
Heating su r face = 6000 m 
Tube weight = SO t 
Tube heat t r a n s f e r c o n s t a n t : 45 MW/ C 
Heat t r a n s f e r cons t an t ho t s i d e : 45 MW/°C 
Heat t r a n s f e r cons tan t co ld s i d e : 11.4 Mw/°C 
k r = 11.4 MW/"C 
h f = 1 . 5 7 MJ/kg 
c f o r superhea ted steam = 0.0025 MJ/kg°C 
r E = 5 kg/m° 
Gv = 51 .3 Ay p y X ( p n / p v ) 
S • « • « Ph 
The p r e s s u r e dynamics and t h e r e h e a t e r e q u a t i o n s a re implemented 
as an ana log model, while t h e t u r b i n e power c a l c u l a t i o n i s made i n 
a d i g i t a l r o u t i n e . The e q u a t i o n s fo r the ana log p a r t wi th numerica l 
va lues a r e : 
(7 .1 ) 
(7 .2 ) 
( 7 . 3 ) 
( 7 . 4 ) 
( 7 . 5 ) 
( 7 . 2 1 ) 
(7 .22 ) 
(7 .23 ) 
( 7 . 2 4 ) 
(7 .25) 
Gx = 6V • 0.637 Q r ( 7 . 2 6 ) 
The analog diagram, s c a l e d equat ion , potentiometer l i s t and 
DFG t a b l e are given i n Appendix D. The communication with the d i g i -
t a l rout ine for power c a l c u l a t i o n i s descr ibed below. 
TSS&iaf-BSWE-MlSKlMiM! s 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s ara c a r r i e d out s t r i s t l y 
formulae ( 7 . 6 ) • ( 7 . 2 0 ) in « d i g i t a l HMrti« 
i n f i l e PWR.M. The phys i ca l ******** um m»-»iff*m''! 
nomials a* fo l l ows : 
Gj^  = 73.50 p. 
Ttl " Tps - 2 
Qt = 22.5(Ttl - Tt2) 
% = U-"(Tt2 " ^ o ' 
Tt2 = 0.0303(Qt - Qr) 
Tro s 1-6(('r " «.0025Gr(Tro • • T r i » 
i 
T = 87.1263 • 19.8697xp s - 1.8237xp^ + O.95SS88E-lxpg 
- 0.19S821E-2*p* for 2 < p < 17 bar 
s s 
T = 123.752 + 7.11733«p - 0.182786»p' + 0.2701U5E-2xpg 
- 0.156422E-4xp' for 7.5 < p < 60 bar s 
h- = -83.7618 + 5.55901«T - 0.78S461E-2xT^ + 0.173185E-4XT 
IS s s 
h = 2672.52 - 0.8U116t«Ts + 0.141137E-lxT s - 0.347827E-1xTs 
a f s -0.236725E-1 + 0.15392SE-1«TS - 0.215S31E-4xTg 
+ 0.322281E-7»Tf , 
s = 8.775114 - 0.185358E-lxT • 0.460689E-4*T* - 0.614785E-7xT;? gs s s » 
The energy unit i s here kJ; a l l the constants and the internal 
ca l cu la t ions in TURB are in kJ, but the input-output variables are 
in HW. 
The FPP routine TURB r e c e i v e s 3 variables from the analog 





(P i /20 ) 
(Q/250) 
The output variables with overflow TRAP6 numbers are: 
TSAP6 32 
(E /1000) " 31 
AOt : (CTri - 175)/SO) 
1I0AC6 
MDAC5 
dP» (Cl-ah)(l-at)kh/V1 3J&) 
= (0.8948 (l-at)) TRAP6 33 
Tpi and HDACS are used in the turbine analog model, while E 
on MDAC6 is used in the power grid analog model. 

























>h = 0.8 
= 0.8 
T, = 0.95 
k^l-a^) = 22.369 
sfs for condenser = 0.4763 
(s„ - s,.) for condenser = 7.9197 gs fs 
hfs for condenser = 137.77 
(h - hfs) for condenser = 2423.8 
24.263 
kx t1 = 69.678 
1/(2048 x SF ph) = 100/2048 = 0.048828 
1/(2048 x SF px) = 20/2048 = 0.0097656 
1000/(2048 x SF Qr) = 1000 < 250/2048 = 122.07 
i»096 x SF Cl-a.) = 1096 x 0.8948 = 3664.92 
4096 x SF E /lOOn = 4096/(1000 x 1000) = 0.001096 
2018 x SF Tri « 2018/50 » 40.96 
zeropoint for T . = 175 
coefficients for h. 
coefficients for h 
coefficients for a. 
coefficients for sfg 
coefficients for T high pressure 
coefficients for Tg low pressure 
THE ELECTRICAL, POWER GRID 
S„ » 2 
•2v 
« 7.6 • 
» 0.26 S 
= 5000 MW 
f u l l load = 870 
noraa i 
k , = 0.001 MW 
1 1 o G Hto" 
•1 
e l 
Max. valve speeds : 
PWK p lan t t u r b i n e : Ful l s t r o k e i n 2.5 s 
Base p lant t u r b i n e : 'Full s t r oke in 10 s . 
The equa t ions with numerical va lues a r e : 
M - 0.5 AE 
f„ " 1 • 7.5 s ET ( 8 . 5 ) 
^ = M ( 1 0 . 1, 
L? fn s U+0.25 s ) U + 0 . s s ) <8.6) 
^ - C SS**2 * A E1 A E 1 
L
n t-2 5000 T000 <8.7) 
Av = 0 . 0 0 , ( E l - E l r , ( 8 8 ) 
fr.e analog diagram and po t en t i ome te r l i s t a r e given in appendix 
3. FILE INPUT-OUTPUT ROUTINES 
The r o u t i n e s t h a t perform the i npu t -ou tpu t f u n c t i o n s mentioned 
in cnapier 1 a re descr ibed here in some d e t a i l . 
::.e
 tt..-u rou t i ne t h a t i s i n i t i a t e d by t y p i n g »0« on the DEC-
w r u e r is a s tandard r o u t i n e fron the HYBAL sub rou t ine l i b r a r y 
SL.FP, =o i t i s not con ta ined in the program l i s t i n g . I t may be 
used to type and change any f l o a t i n g poin t number addressed by 
U s o . t a i add re s s . I t i s not d i scussed h e r e , a s i t b e l o n g , t o the 
HYSnL l i b r a r y system. 
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The IC-da ta output and input r o u t i n e s a r e b u i l t up around t h e 
same s k e l e t o n . There a r e two da t a l i s t s , one for f l o a t i n g p o i n t 
d a t a , ICLIF, and one for 12-b i t i n t e g e r s , ICLIH. Both r o u t i n e s 
have a PDP8-code and a FPP-code s e c t i o n , which t r a n s f e r da t a b e -
tween the c o r e r e s i d e n t program and t h e d i s c f i l e PWR.IC accord ing 
t o the trfo l i s t s . Each l i s t c o n t a i n s a s e t of s p e c i f i c a t i o n s con-
s i s t i n g of a number followed by an a d d r e s s . The number g i v e s t h e 
number of s u c c e s s i v e d a t a t o t r a n s f e r wi th the fo l lowing addres s 
as the addres s of the f i r s t d a t a . 
The IC ou tpu t r o u t i n e has a PDP8-sect ion, ICUD, in f i l e 
PWR.8B and a FPP-sec t ion , ICOUT, i n f i l e PWR3.BB. The ICUD r o u t i n e 
r eads t h e r e g u l a t i n g rod p o s i t i o n v ia AI7 , so t h e r e f e r e n c e v o l t a g e 
on t h e ana log machine must be o n , when t h e IC output r o u t i n e i s 
r e q u e s t e d . When f i n i s h e d , t h e r o u t i n e g ives a message: ICDATA TIL 
FILE PWR.IC on t h e DEC-writer. 
The IC inpu t r o u t i n e , which i s i n i t i a t e d when D I ( l l ) i s s e t , 
has a P 0 P 8 - s e c t i o n , ICIND, i n f i l e PWR.8B and a FPP- sec t i on , 
ICIN, i n f i l e PWR3.8B. The r o u t i n e informs t h e o p e r a t o r of t h e 
r e g u l a t i n g rod p o s i t i o n and the power r e f e r e n c e v a l u e , a s s t o r e d 
i n the I C - d a t a . The ICIND r o u t i n e a d j u s t s some ana log o u t p u t s 
and MDACs a c c o r d i n g t o t h e I C - d a t a j u s t i n s e r t e d , and ends w i t h 
the message: ICDATA IND FRA FILE: PWR.IC. 
Reac tor s t a t i c da t a fo r new working c o n d i t i o n s a r e i n s e r t e d 
from a d i s c f i l e PWR.ST by t h e PDPS-routine STAT and t h e FPP-
r o u t i n e STATF i n f i l e s PWR.8B and PWR3.8B r e s p e c t i v e l y . F i l e 
PWR.ST i s g e n e r a t e d by a For t r an IV progra.1 and c o n t a i n s 11 r e c o r d s , 
the f i r s t 13 r e c o r d s wi th one a r r a y e a c h , t h e l a s t one wi th 3 
numbers. The a r r a y s a r e : 0 , N, T u , T c a , T c , o , p , , , C l t C J t C 3 , 
l\ C , CCS ( c o a r s e c o n t r o l rod d e n s i t i e s ) and I . - x e n o n . The num-
n n a 
be r s i n t h e l a s t r eco rd a re r e g u l a t i n g rod p o s i t i o n and weighting 
f a c t o r , and boron a c i d c o n c e n t r a t i o n . The data i a s tored in i n t e r n a l 
code in PWR.ST. The d i s t r i b u t i o n w i th in the c o r « r e s ident program 
PWR.SV i s mainly c a r r i e d out i n the STATT r o u t i n e , but the f i n a l 
p o s i t i o n i n g of t h e r e g u l a t i n g rod d e n s i t i e s and t h e boron ac id 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n i s dona in the STAT r o u t i n e , which a l s o «4}u*tS 
some ana log outputs and MDACs t o standard values In ardor t ø • » » 
t a i n reasonable s t a r t c o n d i t i o n s . further the noXoSifP f * W feMK 
i s c a l c u l a t e d and typed out on tho IEC w r i t s * 
regu la t ing rod p o s i t i o n . (The f u l l a«**)* l a * * ! I * M t 




The logging of v a r i a b l e s i n i t i a t e d by t y p i n g " 3 " on t h e DEC-
w r i t e r i s accomplished by t h e FPP-rout ine FLOG in f i l e PWR3.8B. 
The programming i s a s t r a i g h t - f o r w a r d p r o c e s s , as t h e d a t a must be 
handled i n d i v i d u a l l y . An output example i s given i n Appendix L. 
The i n p u t - o u t p u t r o u t i n e s c o n t a i n s only few c o n s t a n t s t h a t 
may be changed: 
FULL in STAFF: Ful l r e a c t o r power/100 
NUF in FLOG: V-A/\> = 2.18E-11 for convers ion of f i s s i o n 
r a t e t o thermal power 
KH i n FLOG: kh fo r t h e t u r b i n e 
HFGQF in FLOG: h f s f o r . t h e t u r b i n e r e h e a t e r 
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APPENDIX A 
Digital program listing for the power station model. 
M.;i 
/REGNETIC- FOR LANG 
FILE PUR 8B 




BIT1M TRACK £ ON 





























•FPPST flNOUf. 22* 
•FPPM H I 
»CUTINE T I L PWR HYDRAULIK 








JAP . *5 
TAO INS* 
DCA I IHSTP 
CDF • 
-IMP 1 »IT2 
T*» IW2 
/KLARCW FrDR CELLER' L. CLA 
TAD <N, [>CA 10 
TAD e f l e * i e - i j D C A 11 
TAD (Af l+ ie iCCA 29 
DC A OK 
DCfl MIC 
TAD SEKTAiCIfl iDCA ST 
CNA;DCft I C I / 1 - S T I L K INDIKATOR 
UDLAES GL PROFILER:N.TU.TCf l .TC, ALFA 
CLAiDPLAiTAD I 10;DPLX 
• A N O U T : K I H > 
•AN0UT .2C I l l > 
•AM0UT:3<1 l l > 
CLA;DPIf i ;TAD | H J D P L X 
1SZ I C I 
JAP . +3: 
JUS HIC /It. INDSTILLING 
JAP +2 
JAS TRVENT 
OOC /START COMPUTE PERIODE 
JAS OPDA /OPDATER OL. VARIABLE 
INDLAES ANALOG VARIABLE:TU- TCH. TC. ALFA, CO, QV 
tflNINSEB, 6, HJø 
COHPUTE STOP 
•DO:2000 
START TJtflCK 2 
• 0 0 : 3 0 0 0 
I S Z ST 
JAP HL 
TAD HJØ 
JAS D I V U 1 2 
TAD OK; TAD <40l 
• A N 0 U T : 3 . A13»2 
C L A J D P D A J D P L X 
DPIA 
JAS TRVENT 
0 0 0 : 4 0 0 
JNS OPDA 
• A H ] A 3 
JNS D I V I J S 
TAD A15*2,DCA A15+2 
M N I N : 5 
CIA;DCA A13+4 




/FAERD1 G. BEREGN TWtrtFLtKTOt TEHP 
UHOSH /ØK UD PAA AOS 
SEKTA. 1« /SEKTIONSANTAL 
• T I X T * <RfHCHØER LIRlTEftS>HH-S M » SWITCH 9> 
OEMQNIMO AF PRIHACRKREDS OG DAAPGEHEP-ATOR PARAMETRE 
MILTflLSØIØEOHlMGKOHTROLSTANGSTAKTHED OG tOPKONCENTRHTICN 
FPP Øff f t fMl lNhTCHP I PRINAER KREDS 08 
M M P N M H T O I P M M K T K SAMT TUM1NEEFFEKT 
?«T» T I L FPP V I A AARAV A P Ø : H C J » , TCU, TPO, TSA-P- W C 
M T * T ; i FPP V I « AARAV T B © : P - M i e H , P - L 0 M . 6 - « H E A T E R 
T I L FPP »THPT. tMDLK$:MC.UP,TPO.TSA,P 
/ I M K M T TCU 
TPO.P OR TSA FOR SØ ' 
I H ø m PPPH HVIS F P P S I - • 
mmmwtui ur PRIM«* KREDS* 
TIL nMivjuoøraitiHti 
DAHP6CH. PARAMETRE 
BEREGNINO AF DORKONCENTRRTION 
































































• F T Ø " - 1 FOR POS. ACHDRINO 
/VOLUHfN 
/ i Ø * 4 * p T * l « V f V * R 0 > 
•CB INLCT-CB 0UrLCT«-41ø*>H00R/UP 
/ 1 0 2 4 « ( 1 * » T * H P V ( V v f t O i> 
/MfOSAET RtSTSUA AED DIVISOR 
4VIH 4**T 
I 0 H I 9 I WJ4MW3 
I I N U V ?V44AH 40J 4 Q 1 V X I 4 N I / 1*444 « 4 ' W W 
• M ' C 4 4 J 1S444« 
N O t J M N i M l f l l N 4 1 A 4 l » 4 41M 444 1 1 V H 
H44J4 
**44J »34^444 OWl'VtO 
131 AH 1IVS4NI 
XM: '• inowo 
4l4l4mS144 OOV W4 «»MI44 4 1*1114 JMIOft 
c*«i '* inoMv* 
iNtowti »o« <**4 mi sivion 
t»44V'*møNM 
T»44N'f inONM 
1»44V W34'OI3rT*44V 0V1 
4Q1W4M104UW4 i «4 *OH W4 *T4i 00 T41 *J 1*14(1 
4*44« T 444 
f « < » 
(«XNI 
r»xNi 
t * X N I 
H U I U ' I I D ' I U I 
• •v<M«-«i>-ma Ofts3f l>tt44 
• t /m- i tM 
*ifi«n«fiM 'W/KT-iA^auo i 
0 » 
• M t / W f x « n 
•I Mt 
' i m 






U O K I 
•1 J4« 
114a t 
•Mfi/H VHHnS*444 1I1S4NI 
fr*XNl"l444 
4 » U n * S H 4 <44V<«*t-f41>--444 I l i M N t 
T*4I1 ' I444 
4 1 1 ' 1 :444 
444t/01«»44 00 




s j o a / s o o v * 4 T > » « 4 oo 
0JH/«0f i »144 00 
«UltJ11NW4UW4 < 4 4 ) * 4 < Z > / 4 0 2 « «J!44 1 1 1 f 4 H I 
• t i 144 i iS44i» 
O H l N f i H M H U l M I K 4!H j ^ J L4V1S 
4 1 H 1 W 1 1 3 I t l t t N V 
MIS 
41H1K1 XW I t l aiWAf B**t-
d W O U l l S * T ) a i41Ml»WiSWt .HS10« lN01 M OM I H - * ' — 
—fig 
l iWlAI-rHTrj iJ 'SlJ SJAH l ' J 0 H * ) J / 
.IO-?.IA|.J iu nm nu IIVSOJN,--
( O - t M i / n t M t i i ^ - r o T . ' ' 





sot> i 4wr 
?••>•.•> 4 3 4Ht 
t * 251 
Zt I t l 
42 1 V34 







?? t ¥50 
•!? t 4W1 
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?? 1 <JWl 
V I? 
QiOfi 4V1 
T7 I ¥30 
•T? 1 OVi 
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N O I I 1 1 5 tn T I NOrmjl lNJ5NOK/ 
14 i 30 
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« 0 4 J 
•.ruto 
MI3 







JIN:JM ?*0J I •I'll S N31"0 t^MiMC | S 3 4 N l i 043 
11" ?0 >e«l1>»' "-1N7 ?•]- ? * • • • [ 
• • 1.J U H 0 1 - -PtMOO«? ' S*4«>C 
i n o r i « j j N 3 } N 0 x aofl o « : A W « « « 




i-j'.imiisia s u 




» <r%* é*t 
1ZS 
043 M l 
V I 3 IMS 
O i i til 
113 
3Wt 




• D Ø ;eøe 
JMS TRVEMT 
TS FORST 1 | STORE 
•DO 2999 
INDLAE5 »0 INDLØB 
•AN IN 5 
CIA 
DCS AA*4 
•RNOUT 5 « e 




TAO » i 
TAD <4 




JAP I OPDA 
TAO HJO* l 
JHS 0 1 V I . 2 4 
TRO I » 
DCA I 20 
1SZ 2 * 
TAO HJO+2 
•IAS 01V I ^4 
TAD 1 20 
DCA I » 
152 » • 
TAO HJO+3 




K A HIC 
TAO 0PDA1 
TAD 1 20 
DC« I 3 « 
ISZ » 
TAO MJ0*4 
JHS » I V I J S 
TAD I 2 0 
OCA I » 
I S Z » 
TAO HJO+3 
CIA 
»CM I » 
m a* 
TAD <4 
•CM 2 0 
TA» H I « 













JMF- 1 TRVENT 
BTVPEfi <HEb M O 
»TVPE6 <NEd WP> 
»TVPE* CSTflNGPOS NEG. > 
9TVPE6 <DIV OVERFL EiOP> 
• TVPE£.CC-eOft NEQ. > 
«TVPE6:<F0R LfiNG ftEiiNETi 
••VENT Pftft TRACK i SIGNHL. S.LUT 
.OPDATER GL VARIABLE OG INKREMENTER HC-R 
/ I GANG INGEN NVE VARIABLE 
/SUMMA 0 K / 9 M 
Jft t t . • 




*MP - - J 
OCA « * S I 
POICL 
aMMlHniNOfKS 
j«S n r m /tur FILE or 
/ S W t T 1MDFMHUH* Mf fPF-TML 
« n » E ¥ ; i c a u T . a M 
SUMACS SIDSTE FPP BLOK 
« £ <KM«-t /FLVT NSLTML 
• » i f 









1C1NDLAESNING FRA FILE PUR. IC 
1& 
/•MSTI utrt m i « « 














































TAD 1 11 
CDF 0 








•ANOUT *, I NX 
•ANQUT 4. T0D*2 




» P I.APD+3 
•DP I.APD*€ 
•OP I. TBD 
•OP 1.TBP*1 
•DP 1. INX*4 
•DP I-SUMN 








•TEXT« <ICDATA IND FRA FILE PUR I O 
S U M O U T I N E FOR ICtM rit. INDLÆSNING FRA DISK 
TM (BUFFER 
JHS K W 
•FPP5T :•,?«« 
JHP | PUFIND 
rmc 
STATISKE DATA IND FRA FILE PUR ST 
S2L CIA 
JHP . -3 
FP1C*. 







JUS CAPOS /FCR POSITION 












DC A i? 
TAO A9+3 
DC-A I 19 
ISZ 27 
JpiP - 3 
DCfl N * i ? 
TFD fii3*£iClfijDCfl flFD«! 
TflD A13*2;DCft «?[>+;• 
TAD <35ieiC-Cfi ftPt*4 
TflD (27(10, CCfl ftPO+5 



















JHP . -2 
DCH FPPSI 
FPICL 





2K.DCX 2 * /NUCLEAR POMER*14 SEKTIONER** 
MHHtV CBO 06 C M E S T FOR B O R K O N C C N T A A T I O N 
»KOCK « 
f «« 
FILE . PURi. BB 
ROUTINE TIL KINETIK BEREGNING 
M M M « t* MTLEKTa .-..-
M » * : n U T C I » . T C . A L F A . A O . C » 0 » , A E * S T A M * I N W X 
/ 8ASEB* 











n . fi. 
f » -
M f i . 
f2øB0. 
HFTU-
W T C , 
NPRO. 
NPBO. 
ORO 1 0 0 t e 
COHHON BASE PAOE 
ZILOCK 3 * 5 * 
ZBLOCK 4 M 
DATA T I L BEREGNING AF D,KY*SIGnA F-SIGMfi A.NV 
F 1 . 3 7 3 « - « 
F - 4 . 7 M I C - 5 
F t. 4907 
F - 4 . 7 M K - 1 
F 1 . 48BBE-9 
F 1 . 1 0 0 I E - S 
F S. « - 3 
F 2 . 7 M 5 C - 9 
F 4. 94S9E-E 
F 1 . 2033 
F i. esc-e F - « . « I - 7 
F - 1 . 7 E E - 3 
F B.B9E-4 
F 2. 2 3 « - 1 0 
F - 2 . M 4 2 E - C 
F -B . BE-4 
F 3. B21SE-1B 
F -C . O C K E - 7 
F 8 . 9 1 E - 4 /*AB"2. 55E-3 1 SI Grifl A 
F - 1 . 4 S M C - 1 
F 1 . 39S2E-2 
F - i « - * F - < • 4E -4 
F 2. « 3 M E - 2 
F 1 2 7 3 « - « 
F - 4 . 7E-S 
F «. 4387 
F - 4 . 75-tOE-l 
F 1 . 4E-S 
F 1 . 1 E - 3 
F C.CE-3 
F S. 2033 
F C. »2SE-0 
F - 1 . 4 0 9 E - C 
F - i - 3 7 1 4 E - I 
f i . 2 7 J 7 E - 2 
r 7. t E - i i 
F 3. 4 M E - 7 
F 2. 4E -4 
F 2 . 4 2 3 2 E - 2 
»REAL:<0.SA.NSF,FTO,FTC-FRO. FS«. FCR> 
F «7». ( 4 9 /DELTAX**2 
F 70. 2 1 /3*DELTAX 
F . »3R39« / l/DELTfly. 
F « . 4 4 0 E - 3 
F i . 
F 2. 
F 9 
F I S 
F 2AO0-
F «9 ,'NULPUNKTFORSK TU TVAERSNIT 
r 2. / t o TC DO 
F - . 2296 / CO KO DO 










F - 122B7E-3 
F-Minm F i i t e 
X X I . 
XXJ. 
CCR. 




I H P . 
NVSF. 
S U E , 
5LCH. 
C M . 
C « . 
C M . 
/ S F * . 
FBMO. 
P 4 « M , 
/ / I I U . 
LH2. 
I I U . 
C A M 2 . 
C N i » . 
cnnta. 
C M M l , 
acuta. 
o o n . 







































F X. 7 B S M - 1 B 
F 2 * 4 « . 
F 4 * 9 « . 
KONSTANTER FM 
F * - « 
F . 2 4 9 
F . C O M 
F B331B1 
P ». t M l H f - 4 
F B7S44K 
F J . O K 4 1 1 E - 4 
F . » 7 1 * 4 






/ 2 1«C-11*4B»C/5M SKALAFBKTOR I 
/ (2-l.IW.40T >/ ( 2+LHl*DT > 
/<2*KTA1*DT)S<2-LH1*DT> 
/ BEREGN KOEFFICIENTER TIL UFFUSIONSL ISNING 
FPP1. STRRTF 
INDEX 0 
SETB KD /SEKTION 1 — 14 
SETX HB+ie,JSR KOEF 
SET* AB+2B;JSfl KOEF 
SETX AB*3BJJSft KOEF 
S E T X n e * 4 0 > J S A K O E F 
SETX AB*5B;JSf l KOEF 
SETX flø+£0;JSfl KOEF 
SETX fla*7BiJSfl KOEF 
SETX RB+IBØ. JSA KOEF 
SETX A B + H B . JSfl KOEF 
SETX Ae+iae.jsn KOEF 
SETX Aa*13B;J5A KOEF 
SETX RB*14B;J£A KOEF 
S E T X R B + I S B J j s f l KOEF 
SETX AØ+lCBiJSR KOEF / 
BASE KDB 
SETB KDB 








JA LOES ///////// 
' DEFINITION AF HRKRO TIL POL0N0HIEBEREGNING 






























/ SUBROUTINE TIL KOEFFICIENT BEREGNING 
BASE KD 
JA B 
OHSMT TU.TC.RO.BOR-CRPQS. T I L FLOATING FORK 
•FLOAT:» . SFTU.NPTU. FTU 
•FLOUT:2 .SFTC.MFTC FTC 
•FLOAT: 4 . SFRO. WPRO. FRO 
•FLOATS.SFOO 
JBE . • J j F A t * - F 2 « M 
FAS* HPWbFSTA FBO 
•FLOAT:« . S F C t O C R . 7>FC1 
•#MNM:»»KB«1 
Wmm i r M I B A A F - S i e A A A 
« # • • * * : S * * KSFA.1 
• C « L : « F « F i n 4 < l t S r * 3 > * F K 0 ! H $ F 
• C A L : < < K F * € > » F » 0 4 * B F : ( l ( $ F » i l > » F C R * ( K S F * 1 4 ) * N S F ' N V S F - 7 > 
•CAL *«4*TA+SA2S. 7-BSA5 
• tat tM C< i . l -1>.C<I .J>.C(J>M> 
•Cm.<»V»M2'C*I.7!CJIUT*F2-*SA'CJJ. 7> 
I T 1 M T I L KOEF. t C t C A K I I H I SEKTION • 00 I S 
» I f « . JA • /OASAKT FRA HELTAL 
• n j A T i 2 . W T C . M F T C . F T C 
• f U A T : 4 . S F t t . N F * * , FRO 
• T V A A T ^ S F M 
J H .»ur 
*?w* 










FHUL CJK, 7 
FADDH CJJ+3. 7 
FLDA XXI 
FHUL SLCN, 7 





















/UDREGN PHI <ti) 
/UDREGN FNP 
/RETUR HVIS FLERE SEKTIONER 
/UDREGN PHI(N) FOR FØRSTE SEKTION 









































/OVERFLOW AF N/5B6 





LDX - 1 6 . 6 
LDX 6, ? 





























R i c c PuRa • • 
M R E Q M I M I R FOR PRIMCR KREDS 0 0 DANPOEMERATOK 
RMMIV TPL: T t U . TUP. 3 * T - R M . T P i . 2*T-UR«R. TPO. TP2, 
K T ' I W . J « T - | « . 2»T0 . TLP 
MHMV V M . : S M TPL D M U K N FNISTE CLCAENT 
M » PK1 I ST IOtT r O * TPO POSITION 
I H » M T C : H H M V MH>:UC*MP.TCU*TP0. T M . P . M I C 
W> M T A : A M * V A P D T LOWER PL. . T P I , TP12, TP2.PP4.DPS* DP«, TUP 
DRODTL. F - 1 . »4 
DH0DT. F O 
/PUNK ra TRO 
/vtunnt ur i COM KRTION 
ymWBTMITR Til 10*«0«/tOFS 
> SltALAFAKTOR NT '. 
•REAL:<FUC. FNP. FTP.FTSfl.FPR.HIN.XX5. XX*.XX7,XX«> 
STARTF 




•FLOAT:!. SFUP.. FUP 
•FLOAT:2. SFTIN, F3M. TPL 
•FLOAT: 3. SFT1N. F3M, TPL O d 
»FLOAT:4.SFTIH. F2S*. FTSA 









•CAL : FHP/'FROK ! XXB*FDT ! XX« 
FLDA DROOTHtFSTA DRODT 
LDX -«.• 
LDX 1.7 
JSA FPP2S /TCAP. TIL UDGANG AF U-ROR 
FLDA ORODTL* FSTA DRODT 
LDX -«.• 
LDX 1«.7 
JSA FPP2S /TEHP. TIL REAKTOR tN0L»R 
•CAL.XX7!XX8*FDT!XX« 
LDX -3.0 
LDX K . 7 
JSA FPP2S /TEHP. 1 REAKTOR FØR CORE 
TP.K1D0EL TEHP. I U-R«R 
•CAL:(TPL+17)»F«4!FTP:<TPLt»*>*F«»FTP 






UDREQH APD5- 5 W/HF G 





•POL:. RO«. 2. FPR 
•DPF IX:C.>,SFDP«. 0V2S+14 
ONSAET T LOWER PLENUM TIL INC-EX O 
•FIX:*.TPL»S3.F308.SFTUD.0V2e 
ONSAET TF1 TIL INDEX 1 
•FIX:1.TPL+17. FJOC,SFTUD.0V20+2 
ONSAET TP12 TIL INDEX 2 
•FIX; 2. TPL*2S. F10», SFTUC-. 0V2B* « 
ONSAET TP2 Til INDEX J 
•FIX:2.TPL+3X. F25», SFTUD 
ONSAET T UPPER PLENUM TIL INDEX 7 




•CAL <XX6 VPL-T.FI 
•CAL <-<TPL-3- ?).; 










/OVERFLOW T LOWER PLENUM 
en TPi i [.i 
.-' C'* TFI: i c-e 
/LEC-IG 
tO 5?5*.>'25«*CPP 




















INI> DATA F-HIGH,P-LOM.&-REMEHTER 
UD DATA: HP-TURBINE OUTLET X.E-6EN .T-IN REHEATER 
HELTALSDATA IND-UD OVER INDEKSREG TfcD 
I. PL. TH. TL, OR, TMGSP. THUS, THFI. SFS. EGS, EGENi 
ITH. ENTR, EG. KVA. DHR, DHH, TUU 
/VIRKNINGSGRAD FOR HPT 
F 3>S 
F £2 369 
F 4763 
F 7 9197 
F 137 77 
F 2423 B 
F 24 263 
F 69. 676 
f 048020 
F »09765* 
F 122. 07 
F 3664. 9J 
F 4. 096E-3 











/KH+BETA FOR HPT 
/KL»BETA FOR LPT 
/ iøø/2046 SKALAFAKTOR FOR PH 
/ 20/284« PC PL 
/ 230*1000/204*: DO *R 
/ 1. 038" . 862*4896 PO U-AT> 
/ 4096/ieøe/ieeø D O EG 
/ 2B4B/50 DO TR[ 
/ NULPUNKT FOR TRI 
KONSTANTER TIL POLVNONIER: 
F . 173185E-4 
F -. 7B3461E-2 

















F 7. 14733 
F 123. 732 
F -. 199821E-2 
F . 93SSØØE-1 
F -1.62370 
F 19.0607 
F 87. 42C3 
HFS.HGS-SFS. SGS, TS LOH-HIGH 
INDEX ø 
BASE PH 







•POL: THGSP. tCHOS. 3. FTSA 
ØPOUTHFS.KHFS.S. TH 
BPOL:THOS.KHQ5> 3* TM 
• P 0 4 . S r S . K S F S . 3. TH 
ø R M . : S U . K » » . 3. TH 
KVM-X F t * HPT 
•CML: TMO-TMFS • T W : THBSP-THf S / T U 1 ! KVA im>s r t t MPT 
, : T W S . I M F S * 3 * T L 
»; l — | , i n « T 3 . T I : S r S . K S F S . 3 , T L 
• M L » t * K S « S . 3 . T i 
KMMI t n n NTT ISINTMPISK 
• M L i S M f - S r S ! TUL: I M T R - S P S / T U l ! K W 
I w T i f l W H FWt MPT HED T M 
T t » HPT M A TMM 
,;T»ØT-Tll«»HC»W-TMr^THBar*OWH;DHH-*TKQSP'ENTH 
41 iØTTtt «VT M n TMB 
~ 1S-THPS! T t t t : ( t tTH-THFS/TU l ! If V« 
ftit..*3KV*Wn 
1 T R M F « H tUCMWntH iDCf t 
l>B4«*TM«S'ENTH 
LPT iscømorisx 
' -m»o« i SBS-STSC/SFØJC • KVM 
IL« tLBL*PL!TUl 
I P ? BFnKT>«4CH. VHRHIHMS4BM& 
t« »%* M M - m i . o«f**4 
.«0t tt-HT>*TAKT« 
•O tJØL •rPCKT 
B« THI 1 HCUEHOVEItHtfrCR 
PRESSURISER SlHULFlTCR 
INPUT Ul FRA AFSNIT FPF2 












F -. 92E-3 
F -.44 
F . 0112 
F -.64 
F .48É-2 
F i- 811 
F -. 29E-2 
F 3. 049 
F -. B30C-3 




F -. 4433 
F .304E-2 
F -. 1762 
F . 340 
F -38. > 
F 4. E-3 
F 0. 23 
F . 302E-3 
F 102 4 
f M4. 8 
F Bl. »2 
F Bl. 92 





NB:FAST RAEKKEFøLGE INDTIL HFSP 
/ ROS: +6*1 
/ DRFS/DP: *6*2 
/ DRGS/DP: +6*2 
/ DHGS/OP: +6*6 
/ DRF/DH: +6*7 
/ HUI: <S*1* 
/ HHK: +6*11 
/ TSR: +64-12 
/ DT/(R0F*VOL SURGE TUBE/J) 
/ 2040/20 SKALAFAKTOR P UD 
/ 4096/20 bO VF 
/ 4096/30 50 Ul 
/ 4096/30 DO MC 















F . 16 












ØREAL:<HMK.HMI,HSU.-.-> . „ m 
ØBEIW-:<P.PP.VF.VFP,VØ,P*IC.ME..HK,N[,Nlø.HlP>UR'0'RTSA:> 
ØREAL:<ROFS.ROOS* RFSP.BGSP* HFS, H65. HFG. HGSP> 
ØREAL:<HF.HFP,RFH.RF5 
•REAL:CXI,XZ. FHI> FSHI> 





•C«. 9*>0 P»'P VFfVF 
•CM-.VPR-VF'VG 
•POL HFS .6»4* *PF . l.F-
FSTft HF 
•POL *GS.É»3*l tPF. 1 .P 
F5U» MFS.FSTH HFG 
•POL H t « . É * H * « P P . 1-15«3*TFL 
•POL H H 1 - « • ! • * * ? ? . l.2*2 + TPL 
•CAL 'HSU' lHSU+3> ' IH$U*£> 
•CAL HGS-HUK-HFG'Xt Q8. -X1•U»&'UK- 'H[B'UI 
•CRL O/MFQ-ME 
•CAL HE+HK'PMC 
•CAL Fe 'FP'YFP'MFP-Vfr 'FSHI 






PMHHW TE »BE PEON ING 
•FOL:ROFS-KPP.1.P 
•POL : » O S , <*KPP. 1 , P 
•POL:RFSP.«*2*KPP.1 -P 
•POL : M S P - C*3+KPF. 1 , P 
• P O L : H F S . « * 4 * K P P , 1 , P 
•POL.MBS.C*3*KPP.1 .P 
•POL H«5P- S*6+KPP,1-P 
•POL:RFH.C«7*KPP.1 . HF 
•POL MMI- « * 1 » + K P P . 1 , 3*3+TPL 
•POL:HUK. « *11+KPP.1 .13*3»TPL 
• C M . :MF-HFS*RFH*«OFS! RF 
•CM.: tWS-HFS!HF6 
• E M 0 M * N 6 AF ENTALPI I 3 SURGE TUBE KAMRE 
FLD* U I J J L T TUIB>JEB FN1 
KM.:*MIkOlXl*Fl'X2 
•CAL: HWI«X1+HSU/"X2 i HSU 
• C A L : • X l * ( H S U + 3 > / X 2 • ( H S U + 3 ) 
•CM.:*X1+<MSU*«>/X2' (HSW+«> 
JA PHI 




MftCt t t lHO AP HV TILST AMD 
PLO* FMI iJCC FUN1 
VWB> H M t T T t l 
•CM.:PP*RPSP*VF-+»I»PUC-UE/ 'ROFS' VFP 
4* aa 
V M » UHMTTET 
KM. :MFP**FH<X1:PP*RFP+X1*VT-*U1+PUC/RF!¥FP 
•CML: |HMS*VFP*UE*IIK-PUC-UR/VOy»e5P! PP 
•K.PHC.MF MREBNIMQ 
PLDM N i l J I T . * 3 J F C L A ; F S T A H I P 
P L M PHI tJEO F U t t 
•CAL : R0FS»HF£P-FB1*PF*VF • X I 
8CAL:<HSU*6>-HFS*MIF-+Cl-Xi/HFG*HF/Fi 
JGE +3;FCLfl;FSTH HE; FSTft FPU 
Jfl G2 
VHNP 'JH«ETTET 
9Cf iL:HF-<HSU*£)*HlP!Xl :HFS-HF*PHC->: i !>; i 




JGE . +3. FCLh,F£Tfl F'WL 
FLDA FSMI.JEO . *i 
FCLA;FSTA- FSHI-JA FM1 
FLDA FKIiJNE FH3 
9CAL:HFP*DT*HF!HF 
FSUB HFSiJLT CPDV 
FLDA F8J.FETFI FSHI 
BCAL:HF5'HF!FHI 




BEREGN REGULERINGS INPUT VARIABLE 
•CAL.P0-P-(O8+3> 
JGT . +1.FCLA 
•CflL:*<&e+O*08'a 
FSU6 OB+l iJJLE , *4 iFLDf i ' C e + i t - F S T f i ' O 
•CAL:P-Pe-CHKfl+3> 
JGT . + 3 J F C L A 
•CAL:*<MK8+€>*MK8!WK 
FSUB MKB + i i j J L E M i F L D f l ' MKB+l i . FSTA' Wk 
•CALP-P8-WRt> 
JGE . * 5 i F C L A ; J A • 3 ; F L t A ' UPD*3; FSTA UR 
UOLAES VARIABLE 
• FJX:».P.P». SP.0VA4B 
• D P F I X : i . V F , NVF.SVF-0VA4ø*2 
• 0 P F 1 X ; 2 . H E - . SHE,0VA4B+4 
•DPFIX:3 .PHC.-SUC-0VA4B+e 
• P O L : P T 5 A . 6 * i 2 * k P P J 1 , p 







•PLWT : * sraip.. retp 
U K -!**»• 
/OCT MtTAL SON frOBKLT 12 BIT 
FPP ICDATA JNDLAESN1NG FRA FILE PUR. IC 
S1ARTF 






































SUBROUTINE TIL UDPAKNING FRA £UfF£P. 
. JA • 






/IC FOR PRESSUR1SER 
fc^-^te. 
• S i > _ f t * * ¥ _ „ * « « « i « I J > . 
..c i 
=?5;»-;?§?«*SE»*5=s I«»«si2««E«e* I«»*5II?««E«s I*» ^ x S ? « S i Z ^ f g *
« 3 ^ * s <•*•*»• Ji!i!!i j L:ji lp L? U 
••^m^umnmbii- u»mniiuu m 
i i I 
? i i 
5 J - . £ • i-. * B MB y« y« bå* J 
[•!««, litfli !!§St 
i å~ 
LOGNING AF STA'1OWAÉRE WAERDIER 
F14. 
n. 





F 3 1BE-11 
F 23. »3 
/0*l£ FR« FNP TIL HH 
-HH FOR TURCINE 
/HF& I ru FOC KrEHE*TEP 






•TVPEB C / / / , V F L U X / l 
B F 0 R H P . F 1 4 . F 3 
•WRITE P<PMI, -5»PH! 
NUKLEAR EFFEKT 
L&X - 1 6 . B . L D X - 1 , 7 
FLO* FNP*J , 7 * 
r.1ULft HUF 
FST« BUFFER. 7 
JXN - 6 . • + 
BTVPE«:</NUKLEftR EFFEKT I HM .O 
IFOIMF.FB.FI 
JSA auFouT 
URAN TE HP 
LOX - 1 « . BiLPX B. L L D X - 1 , 2 
STAftTD 
FLOA H » * 1 8 , l . F S T A « |NPEK^+4 
STfWTF 
XTA 4 




tTVPCB: C / V R M TEHF / > 
JSH BUFOUT 
KAPSEL TCHP. 
LOX - I C f e L D X t . l i L D X - 1 , 2 
. START& 
F L M M + U . 1;F5TA8 IMDEKS+4 
5 T M T F 
XTA 4 
FMUL F lBOtFDIV F2øHø.»ADD F 3 * ø 
FSTA BUFFER. 2 * 
RODX 4 , 1 
JXM KAPSCL.«* 
tTVPC*:</KAPSEL TEMP V > 
JSA BUFOUT 
v«*» TCHP. 
LOX -2t,feL&X B, 1 L D X -1,2 
STARTD 
F I M M * 2 . 1 i F S T A t I H » K S * 4 
STfWTF 
XTA 4 
FHUL S F T C J F R O O F 3 M 
r $ 1 « »UFFE*. 2« 
MMX 4 . 1 
JXM VAKO.B* 
* T V M » : < / V A N D TCHP. : / > 
MITC:F<BUFFER. /, 7*BUFFER+3. f, 7*eUFFER*M. /. BUFFER*53> /> 
Lt* -*«.•* LØN B>1*L»X -1.2 
STMTD 
FLB« M*4Y*1*FSTM IMPEKSM 
STHRTF 
XTA 4 
"MUL SFROiFRDt F05 
FSTA KUFFER, 2* 
ADDX 4.1 
JXN TAETH,»• 
9TVPE6 </VftND TfiETHED /> 
9F0RH:F,F8,F4 
»UR I TE.F<BUFFEF. /.7*BUFFER+ 
ALFA 
LDX -1C,B;LDX 8, i, LDX -1,2 
STARTD 
FLOfl ftø*13,l;FSTfl# INOEKS+4 
STARTF 
XTA 4 
FNUL F5;FD[V F284S 
FSTA BUFFER. 2-* 
ADDX 4,1 
JXN ALFA.Ø* 










FMUL F3øBø;FDIV F4036 
JOE . +4;-FADDi F5øø*;FSTA BUFFER 
SETX INDEKS 


















FHUL SFØCs JGE . +4; FADf* F2608 
FSTA BUFFER 
SETX INDEKS 




•TVPE8:</PRINAER TRVK : > 




•TVP£8:</PRIMfl£R HAETNINGSIEMP, •> 
•WRITE:F<BUFFER> 
&AAPTRYK 
»TYPES ^/DAIIPTRVK ;> 
, r*EfLlf FEF.*ie... 




• W U T I ;F<FTSA> 
S T I M l.«fR> 
• M L : PMMCH! BUFFEIt: at /MFSStMUFFESt 
inn*:<s*m» •CLKTHI« I n Kt SCK. 
• M R l r c r < w r F i i r > 
m T V W I H E T«VK 
« n M i : < ^ » t i m i H K T IVK:> 
• W l T l F c n o i* vmim Ttw 
• T W » : < 1 P T U M t M « V l t ; > 
~ ' " U 1 « : r « L > 
•Jmékt 
tTWt«:</«L EFFEKT I m> 
mmtn • rcturviit, / / /> 
«mvT. M • M M T f r < T 4 » M F F W J A 7 - > » 0 F F C t + 2 5 , / > 
n MTOUT 
S»* %*' 
^-, v «Æ» 
5^ . «*<< 
P-,' A-E "•!*• * • 
B L •*»•/• 



































































































































































































































































































































































































Z Z X X b . U t > 0 0 "'""".»ifiiih.JIitSSisSSihiiS^^-.^M JiiiiiS.iH" 3 * 
9 « s Æ . ^ c « £ ? ^ 
E555wS5KiS i r tSwi r tSPPt i -P5>>>a 






J i t l H i r i 
CAT,, = T„ - 1000) 
<A Tca •- T c a " 3 O 0 ) 
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APPENDIX B 
Scaled equat ions , analog diagram, potentiameter l i s t and 
DFG-tables for the core heat t rans fer model. 






^ ] = 0 . 6 6 6 7 ^ ^ - 0.06667 [^§ |J 
[KgcJ • °-775° p 3 + ° ' i 5 1 9 
nul i rw~! 
I j o o j " FIT i L iSoo J [I'ugcaj 
PB?-]-[%L..-ISI-« 
Gm •>•.•« k W [%£] 
+ 0.1667 
^ • 0 . 5 
*n*l 







i lbl :-Qci r rTpS-Vh 
UOJ " LiOoJ * V SO-•}) 
U°°J j , = [ lQaP" 1 • 0.2**89 / H h l
 r • N 
Ll500oJ 
[ l 0 0 V C i » " (Uo-JiU - l i o j i ) 
Pm' 5 0 0 ! fP^-5 00-J 
Lsoo J = L 500 J " °-126 tio<J^+ 1 
rftJQ/*f éøøtjøu/'nj 4f*'<*fr6t.*f /tf éAe <?*re <6f* £ é*"4irj/w. 















e^ J<?7-* p> |*v» 
ÉfEHH^Æ 4 A? 
l"»1 4 < y 5 » y | 
É ^ l , — I El—0 
Potent ioneter l i s t . 
„ ,„ . u SF N . 1.819 • 25 . - „ „ , 
P 3 0
 " At SF A tTu = 0 .1 • 500 = ° - 9 0 9 5 
SF AT 
P32
 ' * 8TTT- • 10 = J 25 1000 10 = 0.12S 
P6 8 = 0.5 
P36 -
C SF 0 
c a
 H_ - 0-3307 • 25 _ 
0 .1 • 500 " O- 1 6 5 " 




 = * sr-d* 
25 
t ca 
P33 = J <T + T ) (SF T ) = } • J-000 * 3 0 ° 1000 0.65 
SF T, 
P37 = i s y - ^ 0.5 
SF T. 
P35 = J g p T * 10 * 0.5 
ca 
S F T l ( 
P 3
"
 = J zgca tnr 5 = i " " • ' , " 6 ' T = ° - 5 6 9 5 
P61 * S 2 
P31 = K. 
gca 
SF Z„ 
( S F Zugca> s 5* ° - ' , 5 S 6 
:ca . t .65E-6 
= 0.7SS3 




SF <T„ - ^ )
 1 0 0 0 
s




 " „ - T c a ) 
— s r A T , — 
pitl J (T 
ISTSo" 
T5§§ " ° ' 0 8 6 7 
300 - 250 
5 3 — 
s0.8 
cao Tco> " S F *c - " " l i a " " ' ° - s 





p s o 
SF Ai 
100 
) x SFCT 
SF (T - T ) ps 
i n = 
T ) • P73 s 
= 1 .J7 3E-3 • 0 
c 
SF *• • SF C, 
>Q$ 500 0.B782 
£ = SF q 
V • SF « „ 
t t • SF p , 
U • SF AT 
c 
S F AT , , , 
£_ -. i l -- G.2 
SF A.T 60 
1 . 0 1 2 - 1 0 0 0 ' 1 0 
0 . 1 - 1 5 0 0 0 0.67147 




 SF T 
c 
,
 S r T c 
(AT_. - T 
_ 1 
10 0.2 " ^§f = 3-1* 
co CO 
SF W 
1 0 - P 1 7 . i • ^ • U = 0 . 2 
) • S F T • P17 = ( 3 0 0 - 2 5 0 ) 0 . 4 100 0.2 


















* r, . 
725 . 5 0 - 1 0 
9 7 . 1 15000 = 0 . 2 1 8 9 
w " - i ' UFTbTT ' ° - 9 8 2 7 
5 0 0 - 1 0 0 . 6 3 
" = TsT-oa = 
<Jr,-po;jit Lon 
*)',*: i.:K-poG L t i o n 
D F G - t a b l e s . 

















































0 . 9 0 5 , 
1 .000) E x t e n s i o n f o r 1 5 0 b a r 



















































F37: - 2 E - 6 / x l m °C/I-H 














" 1 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 7 0 
0 . 8 0 
0 . 9 0 
1 .00 
Xu W/m °C 
• 8 . 4 0 
7 . 0 0 
5 . 9 5 
5 . 1 7 
4 . 6 0 
4 . 1 3 
3 . 7 7 
3 . 4 6 
3 . 2 1 
2 . 9 8 
2 . 7 8 
2E-6 
*u 
0 . 2 3 8 
0 . 2 8 6 
0 . 3 3 6 
0 . 3 8 7 
0 . 4 3 5 
0 . 4 8 4 
0 . 5 3 1 
0 . 5 7 8 
0 . 6 2 3 
0 . 6 7 1 
0 . 7 1 9 
T -T 
s a c 
50 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 8 
0 . 1 2 
0 . 1 6 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 5 0 
0 . 6 0 




0 . 8 7 0 
0 . 7 7 0 
0 . 6 3 0 
0 . 5 0 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 1 8 0 
0 . 1 0 0 
0 . 0 5 0 
0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
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APPENDIX C 
Scaled equat ions , analog diagram, potentiometer l i s t , DFG-tables 
and parameter tab les for the steam generator model. 
Scaled equat ions . 
M • &ri - m 
&]•••«[%!• ••»FRI 
M-<-°"KfJ->-"'(fttj-ftj) 
[%J - *-»"(Feu - Paj) - >••» BbJ 
[&]=••-[ir K*] 
F % 1 rTr2-T5s i2 
LlOOOJ " L 4.849 J 
[A>[ij---[il[^Si 
[ i ] • fe] - °-j \M• °-756 [x,iJ* °-0208 fifl 
[o] . [U](2.33 - 1.7H tø) 
l i r ] * [»] - [ « P ] . ;;. 
1 \A. #> -Æét-'* ' 
• r i " 
p / l 
Lrmj = u5^cj* °-°^L-fj • 1.39 ro [ ° r ] 
w. -| r r -7. "i r a . i nv-T.-"i 
" " " I L i : J ° - 1 3 3 j L T o o o J r T o n 
1: 
L i ' i _l 
L ; - f t s J 
L i i = ••*• 
Lsooai " -
- ' • L S O J J J L . i s j 




[-] = •^ c (Lr^ :J -LOT)* °-136LT55O]- "•»""[JTJ 
_ ^ _ 
j ^ J -^mP*—4Tx-^ 
' "IHM."" 
P o t e n t i o m e t e r l i s t 
sr T. 
P i = 
P2 = 
r ] 10 
SF (Tp-Tr li " so 
T— •& 2L O = 0 . 1 • 0.10C9 • 1 9 . 7 1 = 0 .5017 L Ar e r 
P3 = SF T r l • ( z e r o p . T p - z e r o p . T r l ) = 3 ° ^ 2 7 5 
P» = P2 = O.S017 
SF T „ , 
*#* 




- 0 . 1 ' 0 . 1 0 0 9 2000 
" T b - • C. 1036 T5 cr Lc sTTJp-
p
" = lo ' r V STTT1 - " - 1 ' °-1009 ' ^r- - °-2018 
r e s 
SF i T - f , ) = TO * ° - 2 
ss U 
-ps s r WB • s n T ^ - T ^ i - ° - 0 0 5 2 - T 5 T O — ° - 2 6 
SF U SF Q 
0.660E-« ' SQOO s 0.330 
"
4
' 7~°^~ ^ 
«p 
= 0.1917 • 5000 
en •- o.bBOE-; %TTT ' " '"»e-a • 10 • 1000 = o.58 
P53 = 0.0570 ' —-— = 0.0570 • 2 < 0.11« 
SF p8 
sr w 
PH - 37300 • ' 0 . '56 
s r >> 
SF Wf 
52 • = 0.0208 
S F p = 
F58 
S F Wf . 1000 . „ , 
SF W„ • 5000 " " " ' 
P17 = 
P l l l 
P15 = 






_ 1.5 • 5000 _ 
SF Wf • sf"  / f s> " looo • 10 
3 F p 3 25 ' 
i_ . J l i å S f l E l l ,




" » . 25 
SF 4ps ' ITO 
SF pa • zerop. pfl = 0.01 • 60 = 0.6 
15 7JSTTT 7TO — — - 0 - 6 6 6 7 
S F p s 2000 
I I ' 75" STTJ^ * 7T5 " J T ' 
SF W 
C l — ^ • 2Bro4ff - 0.0112 
SF p8 
" ^ - ft . 0.16 
250 T s 
STT.7 
SF T 
» , 0 .2 
SF T, 
*>"&*„•*>> • • • • ' - " • " W * " - « " 
-nr 
-* • »». • „ f a • o.w» 
1.M1B-« « | f i » . 0.1WV ' -
-Si 
" ' ' b 10 
SF(T - T . ) " 50 
b a 
F i j i = u . b 
^ V /A SF v 
_ _ £ I ,.d = 0 .0826 ' 99.34 • 0 . 1 = 0.8206 
0.2152 • 0.826 = 0 .1778 
U.b'tSjt • u .626 = 0 . 4 5 1 3 
SF W„ „ ' 
7T ' V f 
SF l i , . 
K. Pf. S T T 
i 















& L b 
= 0 .136E-3 • 5000 - 0 .68 
136E-3 • 5000 = 0 .68 
. i 3 6 E - 3 • 2000 . . „ . „ g o . 
" P , 
0 .136E-3 • 75 • 2 = 0 .0204 
SF ?,. 
put ent i orne t e r s : 
p o i n t : 275 °C 
: 27b °C 
'•'•P, 
; :eri 
2 o 0 " C 
2 5 0 ° C 
- S3 -
DFG t a b l e 
F 5 2 / 5 7 : ( T s s / 5 0 ) °C 
p b a r 
35.0 







5 5 . 0 
57 .5 
60 .0 
6 2 . 5 
65 .0 






























Ap b a r 
- 2 5 . 0 
- 2 2 . 5 
- 2 0 . 0 
- 1 7 . 5 
- 1 5 . 0 
- 1 2 . 5 
- 1 0 . 0 
- 7 . 5 
- 5 . 0 
- 2 . 5 
0 .0 




1 2 . 5 
15 .0 





- 1 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 9 0 0 
- 0 . 8 0 0 
- 0 . 7 0 0 
- 0 . 6 0 0 
- 0 . 5 0 0 
- 0 . 4 0 0 
- 0 . 3 0 0 
- 0 . 2 0 0 













- 7 . 5 








2 2 . 8 
25 .6 
28.2 
3 0 . 8 
33 3 
3 5 . 8 
38 .2 
40 .5 





- 0 . 1 5 0 























- j e t . 
- O <U 
-3l -O 
Ml 






< ^ 1 TJ 




o. 1 Q 
o 
- H 
t r t l " 1 
wl in e 1 ^ 
a l a . ^ m 
•a h i DO XJ 
. * l 
f n 
U!| £ 
•**\ (A -» 
a a cl 
r} (x) V 
tnj WJ 
- l a ^ T) fa - J 
M 
w\ t>0 
* • w J* 
C I f i , -^ 


























































































































f » l 
l / l 




































r - ( 






















f * > 
trtj Ol g) I 
DO 10 l u l 10 ( d (D 










CM i j 




















C M O i ø c o c ø c o i ø m 
O O O O C 3 0 r H ) - t 


























i-i co H co eo cr> j -
rtPOj*rt<»ij-^ co 





































0 > t r * * M > - I O C M C 0 ( 0 
^ * r - c o a > o f > * r -
c r i a i c n c n e n o o o 
H rH r-* 
> A l Ø r < I O ( * l H O ' * > 
j ' i f t t o r - p - o o c n o 
r H < H i - l < - l > - t H f H ( s i 
O O O t o r ^ i / i u i ' H O 
O O O O O O O O 
c n ø i m m o . d ' r - i a 
< * i 9 i r » r 4 c e , H t ø i o 
o o O o o o o o 
u» u> O ^) 
( O J P * H * « P * J 
yft n H o> r> « N « 
CM CM N r4 <H •-* <-f 
0 > P » i A O # > « Ø r - « t » 
^ l A i A t A t O l D ^ r * 
l A O O l A i A O O l A 



































a r e ^ 
": ft" 










Scaled oqu.i*ions, analog d iagram, po ten t iomete r l i s t , and DFG-
ta : i e for the t u r b i n e - r e h e a t e r model. 
J L . J 1 . - U yr ^ a t i o n s 
j
* !-».i .r& 
.2QU0J 00 J 
— = >..'.73a t l - a ) 4 r i - 2.9'. — L -"_l *- L iO^J L20 J 
— KJ " ^ t*v] 
rpt. 1 
L.200J 
•'. 1 n ' i " . 
J L • - J L I J J 
1
 r^r-ro-i 
--LAJ [ T ] 
' J " ' • " ° i_ 2 00.J 
AnnUj ctmput'af S.«f*»t /"• &c tart>** -reAe«*er. 
Potentiometer list 
rii7 = 0.5 
P85 1
 S F pv 2000 „ , 
iT STir = sl.Mflo = ° - 3 a " 
X 1 U U U _ . 








HF-k i = "-1- nmrrr -73-5 = o-29" 
pus = TG 
1 dp 
1 S r P l 
_ _ - n l . 1 . 2500 „ , 
v i a s * r 
k r S F T t 2 22 <; 
7 SF'TtX-Tt;} = TT = °-6818 
3F(T , - T m ) 12 r o 
^ • i § ° = 0..386 
«
0 J
- é 7 ^ - b - ^ - » . » » 
PI 12 
1 1 r u 
T7 • v i P . cp 3 * ^ 7 • TV ' °-8 
P . 1 6 - ' 0 V 
r 8 
sr s -SKT -T .) 
"STT fsftfl.lOfl 
^ " • ^ ' L - ^ • "•1- Tb" ' °-2 
PbQ 
- j-j -Czerap. Tro-zerop. Tri)-SF Tro * 0.1 • (250-175). J- . 0.15 










































Analog diagram and potentiometer list for the electrical power 
grid model. 
Potentiometer l i s t 
r,F 4f/fn l 5 0 
" • '
 =
 r V t? kr.iT. ' 7.5 . ? r = 0.6667 
"-"' ''? 1 S F A V E 2 10G - 0 . 1 - 5 .
 n u 
: J ^ T - sf Af/f 10 • 6.25 • 50 - ° ^ 
'... ' nV Af/f = i - si? 
T T ^ O T = °-4 
l o - t , . = '.* - ST? 
TOTS' 
r - •••? tf. " = Tnw11 
•> g 
l V ' '. ' - v . i \ 'je t o r A II 
Q29: E /1000 
Q2 7: AE /1000 
Å 






















p f s 

















































"- 5: C ^ ) o^ TB" 
- " - 6 : 
- " - 7 : 
AI 0 : 
- " - 1 : 
- " - 2 : 
- " - 3 : 
- " - I : 
- " - 5 : 
- " - 6 : 
- " - 7 : 
- " - 8 : 
- " - 9: 
- " - 10 
-¥ 
T p l 2 
50 
9k i 
( Sl 'n (fe)j 
"
 (





(100 i t » ) n + 1 
















-"- il: Not used 
*PG Steam generator 
AI 1 3 : 
- " - 1 1 : 
- » - 1 5 : 
- " - 1 6 : 
- " - 1 7 : 















FPP EXP. OVERFLOW 
Both messages are self-explanatory. No exit address is given, 
but it may be found by ODT in APTC9-11) plus(APT+l). The octal 
address for APT is given in the address list in appendix A. 
FILE ERR. 
FILE END 
occurs only in connection with reading from disk files, an IC 
file or a static data file.*The first means that the file is 





STANG POS. NEG. 
DIV.OVERFL.BOR 
C-BOR NEG. 
FOR LANG REGNETID 
: W goes negative 
: W goes negative 
: Regulating rod position goes negative 
: Overflow by division during calculation 
of boron acid concentration 
: Boron acid concentration goes negative 
The calculation for one time step takes 
more than 0.1 sec, possibly due to a long 
"track" time ir. the core hybrid compu-
tations <MK 0) 
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TRAPS messages: 
0*7: Overflow by conversion of nuclear power to integers for 
core sections 3-10. 
Section power > 500 MW. 
LIM 31 = ±1 
" 51 = il 
" 71 = 0, +1 exact 0 <_ (T, 
" 91 = ±0.5 
" 101 = ±0.2 





-T )/50 < 1 
(SF AEJ.'EJ)/TV2 = 5/10 
(SF Av/2)/Tyl = 0.5/2.5 
MM pulse length: 
MM 00 = 100 lis 
MM 01 = 100 " 
MM 02 = 100 " 









































T - l o w e r plenum 
T P1 
T p l 2 
0 . 5 7 5 9 / ( 2 5 0 
0 . 5 8 0 / h f 
1 0
 " g s ' O f s 
0 . 8 9 1 8 ( l - a t 
E / 1 0 0 0 




e w /so 
c T p s 
L i m i t e r s e t t i n g s : 
V 
) 
| T - 3 0 0 | 
-
-
| T - 1 7 S | 
| p - 1 5 0 | 
| V f - 2 2 | 
































F I I E n r i 
MMENOSCLSHODEL MARTS 7 1 . 
S * SCKUOWR* OC-HOOCL K » RADIUS DCLIUG 
H IN» VI« • !<•> NULP. :«.aftlN:5M 
IC 1MB VIA MK1) HULr. :SM.aAIN:9* 
m > . T < n i w c L > . m » . T u a . T c f t , f r c uo rm 
M<*><M<l>.M<2>.AO(3>.M<4}.AO(9> 
•ULF. : t M t * » M . S M ' M * . 3 M . « 9 « 
MIN : IMfeMft. 29«. 2 M . i M » a M 
TMMMIMM. M ( « 
MMPRVMKMPT SI«ML DI<7) 
MUL 1KU>.K<ll>*CUl>.D<tl>*T<U>.0<<> 
•ML K U . » 
M M . L**LC*.KA-N 
M m KU. M*. MC*. KV. 4C99. . M t . . M 2 . M K « / 
MT* *. M C ftVK M>.. 014 IS. J M / 
MTM LCft.Kt,ftOU.CUr,tOCA.CCAS/ IS . 4 , « . • , . 
MUH flVS. 1419*/ 
M M MVt-IVtMM. . . 1 / 
M M 1 ' T M / l t O M / 
>*MCK/(t*Pl««Cn*K*K*LCA>>*l. CC 
>I«MV*VMUZ*4*1. > / (2«J- l » 
/ M L > 
•-« 
MK/HO**. t/tMX**- » 
LOES LIONIttQSSVSTEHET 



















DO 95 J"l-« 
CALL ANM2. J - l . 0< J>. «. 0) 
M0P1L0UTPUT ? 
CALL A*I<t.0<1.7.t.> 
IF <L> 20. 20 
CALL RNI(9,I*0,11.0> 
UR1TK4. 100) <T< J>. UX. 10). TR. TUG. T<U>, OC 
CALL A N I O . i . i . l l . « ) 
00 TO 30 
F0ftHAT<lH9.1tF7. 1> / * IH - 2/JF7. 1 , 3JCF7. U 
k-9M*.MM»<T^M0>> 
H M f i ^ t w i m . E-* 
100 
APPENDIX H 











- IT \Jj * 
wool "f" : ISafer s*tu/-a.ti 01 
Uøf\ "t" '• Steam mtu-ati*" 
uM m 
1NMKS 




h u l . 
HMM' 
M M -
n n . 







K W H , 
I M M , 
a v . 
M P . 
C M . 
• I V . 
K M V . 
ZM.QCK 1 * 
»LOCK 3 * M 
/MTftCCLLKt 
F 1 
F 37 • 
F V 2 3 * 
F 1 4 9 * 
F 1« 
r 4 
F - 4 7 » » M - 3 
F - * . 4 2 C M 7 
F ? r s 433 
F 9. B3223K-3 
F - • - C * 4 l * 3 
F «7. M » 
F - 2 I 2 3 3 M - « 
F 1 M 2 M C - 3 
F - « . 139*1C 
F 4. 1C27 
F 1. » 4 M 4 C - « 
F - 7 2 3 3 * 4 1 - 4 
F f . » 9 9 4 C - 2 
F - 3 . « M » » 
F 2. 3 C 9 4 U - C 
F J 3 4 W 7 C - 3 
P i . »99977 
F - 1 . 3 M 1 M - S 
F 1 . 739C3C-3 
t 2. 7 M M 7 
F 2. 5 2 M M - 7 
• - 7 . 1 4 * 3 1 - 3 
F r m n - i 9 - 3 . 7C720C-* 
F i . 4 2 U K - * 
F - • - 2 U 4 M C - 3 
F • . l t U T C - 3 
F - 1 . S M S « } 
F 4 1 M 2 9 I 3 
p • j . a M M f ] 
V 0. C 1 I 3 
r - 1 . 74C3 
F - t . 7 
r l u 
r • »s 
F . U V 
F . « 
r .a 
F SM 4 
/ Cf F M M H P NWR HACTN1H6 
/ »T/M m KcrrcT M W 
/ V M M O V f M f H M S T A L WWf-VACO 
/ V M M K W M I U T VftfG 
/ 2 « 4 * / M 1KM.AFMCTM P UO 
/ M 4 0 / M »0 VF 
/ M 4 « / » M l HK F 4* M 
r * * . » / M4*/29 »o UK 
r U M / M 4 4 V 1 M 00 Mt 
F » M 4 . / t * 4 « V 2 »O Q 
r U K / « M * / 2 «o M 
M C M . : < r a - l . . F 2 - > . . F * 4 * . t ' F * - * . F 4 * M - 4 « M > 
M U L ; < W * J « » . • * . 0 » . OK. OM. HKO. HKK. HKH. H t » . UfcH, UK«. H l • > 
M U L : <P. f * \ VT. W r . W . HC' Ht* UK. H l . U l f . U R . « 
I M M , ; < • * * * . I W , • * $ ? . ROJP. HTS. HOS. HF«. M W . HQ$F> 
L : < W . H * * H r F . M M . | H m . H M . M H . I t F , R a > 
,:<«&• HM. «MI*U> • 
, : < M K « f « I T . TT. HIST. UIM>. O M I I > 
FH2. 
r i t t n * 
M I I OT 
stio oT 
/ M M M T I R K K Q M I M 
MOL ; HOF*. M F * . 2 , P 
MOL : ROOS. KROS. J . p 
MQL:RFM.KRFM<J.P 
• P 0 L : * W . K R 0 I P , 3 . P 
M D L : H F I , K H F S . 2 . P 
• fOL :HOS.KMS.3 . r> 
•POL;HF*P. KMFSP. 2 .P 
MOL : KOIF. KHCST. 3- P 
•P0L:RFH.XRFH.2 .Hr 
•FOL: H H . KftQH. 1 , HO 
•PM.:R».KR»*1*H0 
•CML: HF-HFt*RPH+ROPS • KF 
•CML: H0-H0S*R0H*R00Si fcO 
K*L;M0I-M7»«HF0 
•CM.: HO-HOS/CPQ! XI: F-Pt*DT$P-pTV*Xi!OTOV 
•CM.: *KMV' OOV/CV t TVP / 
/ • I R I O N I H Q MF HV TUJTRHO 
STMTF 
F L M M l j J t t FUlti 
•VRHD H M T U T 
•CM,:F-P«RFSr«VF-*HS*UC-Hf/ROFS!VFP 
JB 01 
/ V M O UHRKTTIT 
•CM.:HFF-»RFH!X1:RP»RFR*X1*VF-*WI»MC/RF !VFP 
F L M M I J J I R OUHt 
/ØRHP M I T T I T 
• C M . R0M»VFP*HI+HK-HC-.JR/VG/ROSP!PP 
JR FH2 
/DMP umirrrr 
• O L : V0*N0P**0H! X I 
• C M . : RO«VFP*Ht+MK-MR-XWQ/RM! F* 
/M.ue.Hf.tU OfftlONIN« 
F L M Mi l JOT . O J F C L A J F S T A HIP 
FLM FM**!« rmt 
/VWtP M f TTf T 
• C M . : R0FS*HF*P-F01*PP»VF • XI 
• C M . : HHl -HFJ«JMI^+0-XJ/^ra*Mt /F2 
JOI , *3iFCLfl jFSTK UCiFSTA fM 
J« 02 
/ V M W UHAKTTKT 
• C R L : H F - H H 1 * H I P ! X I : H F * - H F * H t - X t ' X I 
•CML: PP*VF4FM*0#Xt /VF / *»F !HFP 
FLOA 0HI>J IQ OUH2 
/0RHP M I TTfT 
•CM. :»00|PMflSP-F«*iPP«VO>Xl 
•CM.:H0l -HUK*HK+Xl>6SV/HFa 
JQI . *3 iFCLR>FITf l HCJF9TR CHI 
tf 33 
/ P M P UMETTtT 
•CML: H0-HWOHK ! X I : H 0 S - H G * U I * * 1 ! X I 
•CML: PF*V0kF* l *X l -Q0V/V0/ ' f t0< H6P 
STMTP 
FLDH I H X 1 * 2 
-KO rnx 
sinmr 
FLOR FRlJJMI N I D I 
•CML:HFP«0T *HF > HF 
FSUO HFS.JLT PHO 
• C M . : H F f H r > F H I 
FLOR OH I* JMI N l » 
• C M . HOF«OT*HG'HG 
*SU» HOS-JOT DPPV 
• C M . HOS-HG'GHI 
SUM»C6N OClTft F- OS VF 
•CM- PP»DT«P 
• C M . V F P « M I V F 
• C M . . V-VF ' WO 
• C M . TVP*DT*OTV 
/•EREON RESULERINGS INPUT VfiBlf^LE 
• C M . - ' • - * - • » 
JOT +3.FCLM 
• C M . •WE*0»'O 
FSUP OH'JLC * 4 . F I D * ' OB, FSTR' 0 
• C M . P-P»-k«D 
•IOT * 3 i FCLR 
KM. : * IKK*WC«-HK 
FSIM) WCHiJLE •4iFLDPI- MKH; FSTR' UK 
•CM.:P-** -M8C> 
J U . « 3 i F C U k J R +3;FLWt ' URHiFSTA UK 
F L M H I S T J J C « yiRR 
F L M TTtJLE F4.UD 
F S l » ©T* FST* TT; JQT FLUD 
F L M MMiFSTA H I 
F L M TT; « T H1RM. 
F L M H I R P i n C F L ' » 
F L M M U I * F N E & F S T f l M U 1 
F L M WtlTiFSTft TT 
V L M F l i F S T « UIRP 
F L M TT 
F S W M i FST« TT 
F L M M M I J F M O M HI 





JA POP / 
/UBLMS VMIMM.E 
» • 
• F I X : « . P . P « , S P , O V f t * 
•FIX: t . VF* VFfc SVF. OVM. 
• f ! X : 2 * M I » . S U t . 0 V * 2 
• F I X : * . HC. . M b WHO 
• F I X : 4 . HR. . MK^ « V M 
«F I K : S. m. . fttft . OVHS 
• F I X : « * • . . S t . Q V M 


















/ lMX»»>»i FOK VM» MKTKIM« 
/ I M X M l k - 1 PMt M K P NUtTHIM« 
< § 
I A 





TR2<4»>. TS(2B>, ALF12»>,T[X21> 
I l t 
119 
12* 
»IMENS1OM T P < 4 * ) . r R l < 4 « > 
DIMENSION DTR1(4«> 
R I M . I C L I . LF.LRR 
DATA AS, AP, AR, AF, AD/3 16. t 8 3 5 , 4 6 2 . 9 ??. 6 8 7 / 
DATA L C L R , L F . D Z / 1 * 1 1 - 2 7 2 5 , 2 725. 5 8 5 5 / 
DATA OS.OP.OR/237 . 2 1 « . 2 2 3 / 
DATA VR-VE.VFL.VFM.VDO, V P I / 1 2 6 , 7 5 , 1 8 8 - 7 8. S ?4. 4 3 7 / 
RATA M P . DES.DED.OR/ 0197 . » 4 3 « . . 13« , » 9 1 2 7 / 
DRTR 8H.CRH.LRR. CPR/4 . » t , 49 . 814E-3 , . 9 4 / 
DR1R S . P C . D T / 1 S. • . » 3 / 
DRTR H P - C L . T P I . T F I / « . 8 , t J / 
MERN VRLUE OF ALFA IH RISER.USED FOR HINOR IHPORTANT TERMS 
DRTR RLFtf l / . 3 / 
C8R»LRR*OR/9R 
COP- « 3 E - J * 0 P / C D E P + * 2 - A P * * 8> 
C 0 S 1 - * K E - 3 * 0 S / ( D E S * + 2*«S*+ 8> 
CQS2-1 »?2€-3*OS 







F M - M 2 * 0 Z * « 4 2 5 / < D C S » L . 2> 
FK2-. • 9 2 * 2 * L C * . « 4 2 3 / < D E D * * l 2> 
K M IC VALUES 
M A D ( 9 . 1 « 1 > T P . T R i . T t 2 . T$, TO. ALF. P. PP. US. Xfi. RL FR. VD, T P l . TPU. 
UP,CL>TPI ,TF1 
FORMAT <K13- O 
M A D M I N INPUT VRfi lMELS 
HRITf < 4 . H S > 
P«4HfA1 ( t M . - U P . C L . T P I . T F I : * ) 
MHO (« .12$>MPM,CLN,TPtM.TF]N 
M M S T f R I N P l M T O * <•> OR RANPINTERVAL (HUHOER OF DT> 
NR1TI ( « . 1 2 < > 
M M * « - * * 9 > N T 
N i * i n * i 
»CL-<CLH-CL>/NT 
»TPI*<TP1M~TPI>/NT 
» T F I - < T F | l t ~ T F I > / N T 
M M COHPUTIMt MR> OUTPUT INTERVALS (NUURER OF OUTPUTS 
AM* ST DT PER OUTPUT> 
H A I T I ( 4 . 1 1 3 ) 
PMHtftT C * M , a F L N : < X X X > - > 
> < 4 . * 4 3 > * . N 
— ' C* IJ> 
M S M K*1 .H 
M r n L - i . R 
|F <•?>**•. M t . 2 * « 
TP1-TPI*DTPI 
TFJ-TF I *DTF I 
NT-MT-1 
CRLCULRTE MATER-STEfifl PARAMETERS 
TSH-<C<- 2 3 ? I 7 E - S * P * ?247CE-J) *P- 079614 >*?*•* imi>*F*l37 S 
IF <<P-PC)»(P-PC>- « 1 > 2 2 ( I 
PC«P 
HFG-<- R17199*T£Fn-3 2823>*TSflt-199l 2 
R F 5 - » - 41384E-2*TSA+. 54184>*T18*922 02 
RBS-(<. 141tB7E-4*TSR- 7SS23E-2> t'TSHH. ; i ; 4 8 l > * I S A - l * 4 93 : 
DRFS"<<. i e i 2 9 E - S * T S f l - M S t S E - S x T f f t * 29584S + 1 Sf i - j l 114 
DRGS-<. 14787E-4»TSfl - 59817E-2>»TSft* i 89.2: 
D H F 5 - < ( - «4t76E-5*TSR+. 3 e 7 6 7 E - 2 ) * T S R - t 712 l>*TSH* l t :e 65 
D H G S - U - 23i42E-S*TSFl+ 2ee24E-2>*TSA-. 63723>*T£fi*64. 714 











CRLCULRTE, INLET TEHP. TO CORE 
TAUP-VPl*RFS/HP 
TP1-<DT*TPI*TAUP*TP1>/<DT+TAUP> 
CALCULATE CHANGES IH TR1 PROFILE 
HP-COP*UP**. 8 
TB-TP1 
ASSIGN 225 TO R 




00 TO «•• 
DTRKJ)-. 5«DTR 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE CHANQCS IN TR2 PROFILE 
HSl-COSi*WS—. »•(. 873*. eei2*<TSft-23ft>> 
TR-TD<21> 
Z—l 
ASSION 215 TO R 





T20 -TR2<4 i -J> 




CALCULATE NEH TP AND TR1 PROFILE 
TR-TP1 
ASSION 245 TO R 





Hm Ti .no IM> Aim PROFILE 
XOT/<RFS*VFL> 
TD< l>"<TD( l> *X*<Ht *TS<2»>*CPR*HI *TF I>V< l+X»tMB*CPR*NI>> 
X-ilS-DT/<RFS#AD*OZ> 
DO 3C9 J"2< 2 1 
TD<J>-<X*TD<J-l>*TD<J))/<X*i) 







OUTPUT TO TIHf N*&T 
1aT«M«0T 
UK ITS (?.3ia>TPl. TRl<l>.TR2<l).Tt><21>,T.TPli. Tfti(40:>. 
T«2<40),TS<2*>.P.KB-Ut> US. U6. UF.ALF(2B> 
FOMMT <S.4F8 I . t«X. T - * . F * 1. •. 4F3 1. A 2F6 2. «F8 1. F8 4> 
CONTINUE 
FINISHED TO TIM N*H«OT 
UNITE t*. 410) 
H W <4.42*>I 
10 TO (430. I t « . 130. SM. S58>. 1 
FORMAT (//SIX. -STOP/STMT/CONT. /It DBTft/PROFUE i /2 /3 /4 /3 •/> 
FORMAT ( I l > 
STOP 
1C MIT« OUTPUT 
UNITE <«. m>TP* T « , Tt2. T5. TD. ALF. P. PP. US. XB. fiLFR. V&. TP1- TPU, 
H»*CL.TFI,TFI 
04) TO 400 
PNQPILE OUTPUT 
MITE <T. 9*0>TP].TP(Z1>.TP1. TPU 
M 553 J - i . M 
NNITE <?, 5«9>ALF<J>. TS<J>.TP<J),rCiU>.TR2(J>. 
TK<41-J>. r*K41-J>. TP<41-J> 
CONTINUE 
FOMHtT < / / / / . l«t*F8. 1./.8X.2F8 1.32X. F6. i> 
<F8-4, 7F8. i> 
COHMM ROUTINES 
•#•<<- S4Z0)2X-4*TR+. »2*4«J»T«-> 494>*TA+1740. 9 
err>«<<- M M T E - U - T « - . • 7 7 3 K - I I > * T R - . 283a»c-8>*Tft 
+. TT403t-S>*Tlt* 20448E-3>*TA- 42044C-1 
VMNNW/OT 




00 TO t 
8jN*Ctt4><Tl-T2> 
« • • < « • • (T10-T»> 
tSi«NU*lT3-TA> 





























































































































8.S37897E*a2 p , 
-8. 133338E-83 fi 
8 431996E+04 tA 
-8. 668146E-82 X 
8 69S443E+8« *r 
8 616933E+81 ?J 
ø. 281985E+83 - d - 7 ^ 
0 423888E+84 *> 
8. 883480E+81 4 
8 3198081*83 71£ 
a 2268881483 ^— fy 
J ta t*t» *** t Sea 
» • H M • « 
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sss ss5 
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«i iig KM «l » i »S I 
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IM 
5£! II* =i- iit lli Ui 
ului ul ni mm 
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List of f i l e s on DEC-tape "PNR DEC.74" 
TRPE. PWR OEC. 1974 
FPL. FP: FLAP LIBRARV FILE, DEC'S SVSTEH 
SL. FP: FLOP LIBRRRV FILE. HVBAL SVSTEM 
MSL FP. FLAP SVHBOL TABLE EXTENSION 





TEN-SHELL SEKTION FUEL MODEL 
DO IN LOAD FORMAT 
STEAM GENERATOR MODEL 
DO IN LOAD FORMAT 
P318B IC: IC-FILE FOR DO, 188X LOAD 
P2. 88: PRESSURISER MODEL 














FILE FOR DO 
PDP8 CODE SECTION 
FPP CODE SECTION 1 
DO DO 2 
DO DO 3 
IN SAVE FORMAT 
PUR. ST: STATIK DATA FOR DO 




































































































3. 313 E+614 
3. 491 E+614 
3. 158 E+814 
3. 881 E+814 
3.397 E*814 
2.595 E+814 
3. 978 E+814 
3. 586 E+814 
1. 815 E*814 
3. 888 E*814 
3. 689 E+814 
NUKLEAR EFFEKT I 
128. 3 192. 7 











URAN TENP. : 
474. 5 611. 8 











KAPSEL TEMP. : 
295. 9 386. 4 













283. 5 286. 5 














. 7684 . 7558 





























. 888 .188 . 266 
. 166 .156 
.666 
REMKTOft fFFEKT : 3967. t 
RIO. JT6KB POS. : . 9112 
RE6. STWO VM6T: . 3966 
BO« K6NCCNTMUM t PFU: 1446.7 
NtHMfff T*VK: 146.64 
PftlMCt MCTNIRWTtm s * IS , t * 
tmnm M».4t _ _ 
DM* •tl.MTMM I K$ m 
LP . 
EL ttftt* f m-
' + - . * 
